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Special Geological Studies in the Department of Energy's Proposed
Candidate High-level Nuclear Waste Sites in Maine
Introduction
In January, 1986, the federal Department of Energy
released its Draft Area Recommendation Report which identified two granitic plutons in Maine, the Sebago batholith and
the Bottle Lake Complex, as candidate sites for a high-level
nuclear waste repository. The Maine State Legislature followed
this action in early 1987 with a special appropriation to the Maine
Geological Survey for the purpose of conducting studies intent
on gathering additional, high quality, detailed geologic information with which to further assess the Department of Energy's
designation of these areas. This report is one of a series ofreports
detailing the results of those studies.
In order to best utilize the funds provided by the Legislature, the Maine Geological Survey designed a research program
which concentrated the majority of effort in the Bottle Lake
Complex which, to that date, was the poorer studied of the two
areas. The funds provided the Maine Geological Survey with
the opportunity to contract services from some very well
respected geologists and geophysicists working in Maine and
elsewhere in the country. Our research program was divided into
four parts: (1) Lineament studies of both the Bottle Lake Complex and Sebago batholith; (2) Bedrock mapping in the Bottle
Lake Complex; (3) a gravity study of the Bottle Lake Complex;
and (4) a seismic reflection analysis of the Bottle Lake Complex.
Each of these studies is described more completely in the following sections.
Lineament Study (Open-File Report 90-25a)
The lineament study was conducted by Bradford Caswell
of Caswell, Eichler, and Hill, Inc., a geological consulting fmn
with an extensive record of similar work in Maine. For both the
Bottle Lake Complex and Sebago batholith, Maine Geological
Survey file aerial photographs at a scale of 1:40,000 were interpreted for lineaments. Individual interpreted aerial photographs
were submitted to the Survey where the final compilation from
photograph to map was done through use of the Survey's
geographic information system. This compilation eliminates the
duplication of individual lineaments discussed in this report,
which the compilation postdates. The lineament maps at a scale
of 1:100,000 are presented as plates at the back of the Caswell,
Eichler, and Hill report.
Bedrock Mapping (Open-File Report 90-25b)
Bedrock mapping was conducted in the Bottle Lake Complex during the summer and fall of 1988 by John T. Hopeck, a
doctoral candidate at Queens College, New York with considerable experience mapping the complex geology of eastern Maine.
The goal of this investigation was detailed mapping of joints and

shear zones within the pluton. By combining detailed analysis
of shear zones with understanding of the geology of surrounding
rock units, a more thorough understanding of the timing of
faulting in the Bottle Lake Complex was realized.
Gravity Study (Open-File Report 90-25c)
One of two geophysical studies in the Bottle Lake Complex, a gravity study was conducted by Wtlliam E. Doll, Colby
College, and student Stephen Potts during the summer and fall
of 1988. Aimed at augmenting the sparse gravity data base for
the region and defining the subsurface geometry and
homogeneity of the complex, this work consisted of taking
accurate gravity measurements at nearly 200 sites. Various
analytical techniques were used to generate contoured gravity
anomaly maps and models of the complex 's geometry at depth.
When combined with the seismic data described in the next
section, these data constrained the bottom of the complex within
the 3.5 to 4.5 km depth range and showed that the contacts with
country rocks dip inward toward the center of the complex.
Seismic Reflection Study (Open-File Report 90-25d)
During October and November 1988, a total of 27 miles of
seismic reflection data were collected in the Bottle Lake Complex by Western Geophysical Company, Houston, Texas, under
contract with the Maine Geological Survey, using four Vibroseis
trucks and a full compliment of recording and processing equipment The digital records from this study were processed and
analyzed by John Costain, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, over
the following year and a half. The seismic sections resulting
from this investigation, shown as plates in Costain's report, show
the base of the Bottle Lake Complex at 1.5 to 2 seconds two-way
travel time which corresponds with the depths defined in the
gravity study. Perhaps the most prominent feature of the seismic
sections is the steeply dipping Norumbega fault zone which is
seen to offset the base of the crust at 30-32 km depth. Additional
interpretation suggests that the Bottle Lake Complex is
heterogeneous and has a series of faults below it.
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ABSTRACT

The Bottle Lake Complex is located at the southwestern end of the Miramichi anticlinorium in east-central
Maine, and is composed of two Devonian plutons: the Whitney Cove pluton and the Passadumkeag River pluton.
The complex is adjacent to the Norumbega fault zone, to the south, and to the Central Maine Gravity Gradient to
the north. Gravity data were collected on and adjacent to the plutons, and were combined with the existing data
base. Data from a 27-mile seismic reflection line, which crossed the Passadumkeag River pluton, were used to
constrain the gravity boundaries. A Bouguer anomaly map of the pluton shows steep gradients which follow close
to the mapped geologic contacts, though they are displaced a few kilometers to the south. Twe>-and-a-half
dimensional gravity modeling concurs with seismic reflection data in placing the bottom of the pluton at between
3.5 and 4.5 km. The boundaries of the pluton dip inward along both northern and southern contacts. Cross lines
show the relationship between the Passadumkeag River pluton and the adjacent plutons (Center Pond, Whitney
Cove, and Deblois). Combined gravity and seismic models infer that the bottom of the pluton is irregular.

INTRODUCTION

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The Bottle Lake Complex is a Devonian reversely zoned
granitic complex in eastern Maine which is mapped as two
separate plutons: the Whitney Cove pluton, and the Passadumkeag River pluton (Ayuso, 1984; Fig. 1). Up to the time of our
work, it was largely unstudied geophysically, with the exception
of a two-dimensional gravity study (Diringer, 1982) and a sparse
aeromagnetic study (W'mg, 1958). At the present time, interest
in the geophysical characteristics of the complex is greater, both
because it has been a proposed high-level nuclear waste site, and
because of recent geothermal studies which relate pluton thickness to depth of emplacement (Lux et al., 1986). Our primary
goal was to determine the shape and thickness of the Passadumkeag River pluton in the vicinity of the proposed waste site
(Figure 1).
As a companion to the gravity study described in this
report, a 27-mile north-south seismic reflection profile was run
across the pluton. These data were used to constrain the depths
and density in the gravity model, since the "regional" component
of the gravity field and density variations within the pluton are
not well known.

A detailed description of the petrology and setting of the
Bottle Lake Complex is provided by Ayuso (1984). Regional
geology has been descnbed by Ludman (1986, 1981) and more
detailed structural studies of the rocks north of the Bottle Lake
Complex are being conducted by Ludman and J. Hopeck. The
complex is located along the southern boundary of the Kearsarge-central Maine synclinorium, and is bounded to the south
by the Norumbega fault zone. It is described as a Middle
Devonian composite batholith in which both plutons are reversely zoned, becoming more mafic toward their centers, rather
than more felsic. While the reversed zonation is significant
petrographically and geochemically, it produces density differences which appear to be too slight to be detected by a gravity
study of our scale. Rocks which surround the pluton include
calcareous Devonian metasedimentary rocks as well as
metamorphosed pelites, sandstones, and limestones, some as old
as Ordovician. Others include Ordovician and Silurian volcanic
rocks, and the plutonic rocks of the Center Pond pluton to the
northwest, and the Lead Mountain pluton to the south, along the
Norumbega fau!L
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The Whitney Cove and Passadumkeag River plutons are
bounded by a series of low hills which mark the regions of
homfels. Ground moraine, eskers, swamps, and other glacial
features are abundant, making bedrock exposures infrequent and
making many sites inaccessible within the time constraints of
this experiment.
PREVIOUS GRAVITY STUDIES

Two larger-scale Bouguer anomaly maps include measurements in our field area. One covers the entire state (Kane and
Bromery, 1966), whilethesecondisalarger-scalemapofeastem
Maine (Hodge et al., 1980). Modeling of data from the Whitney
Cove, Passadumkeag River, and Center Pond plutons has been

Figure I. (a) Location of the Bottle Lake study area. (b) Enlarged view
of the study area. Gravity lines A-A',B-B', andC-C' sresuperimposed
on the geologic contacts of Ayuso (1984). The boundaries of the
candidate high-level nuclear waste site are dotted.
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presented by Diringer (1982). All available data have been
compiled and archived by the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA).
Computer tapes of the DMA data were kindly provided by W.
Bothner and J. Phillips. These data contain duplicate measurements in a few places, which differ by two milligals or more.
This is because the data bases are the composite of several
worker's field efforts, and because there appear to be errors in
the values assigned to the Bangor base station, as will be discussed later.
FIELD PROCEDURE

Approximately six weeks of field work accompanied this
study. Our aim was to obtain additional data over the pluton and
adjacent to it, ata nominal spacing of 1-2 km, in orderto enhance
sensitivity to variations in the dip and depth of the boundaries of
the plutons. Since no data points had been collected near the
center of the Passadumkeag River pluton, we especially wanted
to collect data there, so as to determine the peak anomaly
associated with the intrusion. These goals were not always
achievable, for several reasons: (l) Benchmarks and spot elevations at road intersections were sparse, causing us to rely on
altimeter readings which required frequent ties to base. (2) Some
tribal lands were off limits for our work. (3) Much of the area
has no road access, or is coveted by lowlands where the roads
are often flooded. Numerous stations were reached by boat and
four wheel drive vehicles, and those data took a disproportionate
amount of time to acquire.
Despite this, we were able to occupy 193 stations during
the six weeks of intermittent field work. These data are listed in
Appendix l, with the less-reliable (altimeter) stations marked
A more detailed listing of the raw field data is presented in
Appendix 2. Ties to base stations were made at nominal 3 hour
intervals, and three circuits from Lincoln to Bangor and back
(along with several one-way measurements) gave us a reliable
link to the absolute gravity value of our stations (listed in Table
l), duplicated sites in the DMAdata base, and served as a check
on the accuracy and compatibility of the two data sets. The
locations of our measurements and those of the DMA data base
are shown in Figure 2.
DATA COMPILATION

Our field data, in combination with the DMAdata provided
by Bothner and Phillips, were used to produce a simple Bouguet
anomaly map of the Bottle Lake Complex ata scale of l: 125,000
(Plate 1). This is at the same scale as the geologic map of Ayuso
(1984) to facilitate comparisons. For the reader's convenience
in reading the text, a smaller Bouguet anomaly map is presented
in Figure 3. Bouguer anomalies were calculated with a
FORTRAN program provided by J. Phillips. This program
corrects data for tidal effects, as well as the usual latitude,
elevation, drift, simple Bouguer and free air corrections. The
maps are based on data points from the DMA data base, in
addition to our 193 points. The absolute gravity values which

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF OUR BOUGUERANOMALY VALUES
WITH DATABASE VALUES AT CO-LOCATED STATIONS.
Statioo. ID•

BOT44
BOTl7
BOT13
BOTl4
DOTO!

BOT42
BOT83
BOT32
BOT29

BOT38
BOT39
BOT28

Anomaly

Anomaly

(thU lllUdy)

(DMAdata)

-IS.9mgals

-8.97
-13.53
-9.84
-25.TI
-23.06
-24.23
-13.01
-11.64
-10.81
-12.66
-11.65

-IS.I mgals
-7.2
-12.S
-8.3
-25.8
-20.3
-22.0
-11.0

-9.7
-9.0
-10.3
-9.9

Difference

+0.Smgals

+I.Tl
+1.03
+1.54
+0.03
+2.76
+2.23
+2.01
+1.94
+1.81
+2.36
+1.15

• Locatioos of the stati.ons are given in Appendix 1.

we calculated were based on ties to the Bangor base station,
which has been assigned an absolute value of 980580.76 mgals
by DMA (J.D. Phillips, pers. commun., 1987). Analysis of data
from the twelve duplicate sites between our data set and the
DMA data set revealed that our values were consistently lower
(Table l ), with a mean difference of 1.666 milligals. This is
presumably caused by an error in the value assigned to the
Bangor base station, since a discrepancy of about the same
magnitude has been identified between the Augusta and Bangor
stations (J.D. Phillips et al., 1988). We have accordingly added
1.666 mgals to the Bouguer Anomaly which was mapped at each
of our stations, in Older to make the two data sets compatible.
After making this correction, the data sets agree to within a few
tenths of a milligal at the duplicate stations. Because of this
adjustment, the careful reader will note a difference between the
values given in Appendix l and those which are contoured in
Plate l and Figure 3.

Features of the Bouguer Anomaly Map
The Bouguet anomaly map of the Bottle Lake Complex
(Fig. 3 and Plate l) shows a lllige negative anomaly which
reaches-26 mgalsovetthe two graniteplutonsof the Bottle Lake
Complex. The Passadumkeag River pluton is bounded by steep
gradients along its north, south and southwest contacts, and these
follow the mapped geologic contacts quite closely, though displaced a few kilometers to the south. The northern gradient is
somewhat steeper than the southern gradient To the northwest,
the Bouguer anomalies reach -30 mgals over the Center Pond
pluton. Near the northern contact of the Passadumkeag Rivet
pluton lies a relative high of -6 mgals. A more gentle negative
gradient continues to the north of the high, continuing beyond
the region shown in our maps. Similar -6 mgal relative highs
occur to the southwest and southeast of the Passadumkeag Rivet
pluton. Large negative anomalies to the south and southeast of
the southern relative highs are related to the Deblois (Lead
Mountain) intrusion which crops out along the Norumbega fault
zone.
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Figure 2. Locations of gravity measurements in the study area. Map comers are the same as those in Figure lb. Measmements
which were collected as part of this study are shown by ttiangles, while those which are part of the DMA data base are indicated by
a(+).

Extraneous Contributors to the Gravity Field
The abundance of granitic plutons in close proximity to one
another makes it difficult to isolate the effect of any individual
pluton. This is complicated by the presence of the Central Maine
Gravity Gradient just to the north of the pluton. Seismic reflection profiles indicate a rapid thinning of the crust beneath the
Passadumkeag River pluton, and this adds to the difficulty of
separating the gravitational effect of the Bottle Lake plutons. In
the following paragraphs, we consider the efforts of previous
workers in characterizing the Central Maine Gravity Gradient,
the Center Pond pluton, and the Lead Mountain (Deblois) pluton.
Variations in crustal thickness which are indicated by seismic
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reflection data are discussed in the section on seismic experiments.
On the Bouguer anomaly map of Maine (Kane and
Bromery, 1966), the Central Maine Gravity Gradient appears as
a gradient which carries from southwest to northeast across the
state and into New Brunswick. According to Kane and Bromery
(1968), it separates areas having regional anomalies of -5 and
-25 mgals, as shown in Figure4.
The Central Maine Gravity Gradient is steepest in the
Waterville area (Potts and Doll, 1987). Gravity models, in
conjunction with seismic reflection lines which cross the Central
Maine Gravity Gradient near Waterville indicate that while
crustal thickening may be partly responsible for the gradient in
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Figure 3. Bouguer gravity anomaly map of the Bottle Lake Complex aod adjoining areas. A 1:100,000 blow-up of this map is
included as Plate I.

that region, other factors must be more important. In the Waterville area, seismic reflection data indicates that the crust thins
southeastward by about 6 km over a horiwntal distance of about
25 km. Despite this rapid thinning, the Central Maine Gravity
Gradient in that region is too steep to be controlled by changes
in density at the base of the crust, and must be the product of
shallower density variations. Exposed felsic plutons to the north
of the Central Maine Gravity Gradient, in combination with a
buried mafic body at 5-10 km depth south of the Central Maine
Gravity Gradient, are likely to be the cause of the steep gradient
there (Potts and Doll, 1987). A change in the mean crustal
density might also contribute.
The Central Maine Gravity Gradient cuts across the
northwest comer of our map area, just to the north of the -8 mgal
relative high. It is much less steep in the Bottle Lake region than
in the Waterville region, and might be associated with crustal
thickening or suturing. Although it is not easy to identify where
the gradient becomes "significant", it appears to be far enough

from the Bottle Lake Complex that we can neglect it in our
models.The largest negative anomaly in our map occurs over the
southeastern portion of the Center Pond pluton. This indicates
that the granitic rocks are thickest in that region, and that the
Center Pond pluton is thicker than the plutons of the Bottle Lake
Complex. Previous gravity modeling supports this view
(Diringer, 1982).
Gravity models of the Lead Mountain pluton were calculated by Hodge et al. (1982), and indicate that the -30 mgal
anomaly is caused by a granitic body with density contrast of
-0.12 '{/cc, extending to 12.5 km depth.

SURFACE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS
Representative samples of rocks from different lithologic
units can be used to influence the density contrasts which are
chosen for modeling. We acquired 31 samples from R. Ayuso
and A. Ludman. The sites where each of the specimens was
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compelled to limit the density contrasts used in our models to
those indicated by surface measurements. We feel that the
seismic reflection profiles provide much more reliable constraints.

SEISMIC EXPERIMENTS

-25

mgals

Figure 4. Map showing the relationship of our field area to the five
regional anomaly zones of Kane and Bromery (1968), and the Central
Maine Gravity Gradient. Our study area lies within a zone which they
assign a regional value of -5 rngals, and is adjacent to the zone which
has a regional anomaly of -25 mgals.

collected are shown in Figure 5. Densities of samples from the
Passadumkeag River pluton range from 2.630 to 2.663. Those
of the Whitney Cove pluton range from 2.630 to 2.657.
Metasedimentary rocks and metavolcanic rocks north of the
pluton have densities which range from 2.582 to 2.848. There
is a tendency for densities in the metamorphosed volcanic and
sedimentary rocks to increase when in proximity to the granite,
due to contact metamorphism.
While these data are of some value in gravity modeling,
they must be used with caution. The metavolcanic and
metasedimentary rocks show a wide range of densities, some
greater than and some less than the granitic rocks. Further, since
the plutons appear to extend to 4 km depth, it is is unlikely that
the rocks at the surface bear much resemblance to those at depth,
especially if one considers differing properties of compaction in
the different lithologies. For these reasons, we do not feel
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While gravity data collection was in progress, one of us
(Doll) selected the location for a seismic reflection line. The
27 -mile line was chosen to cross the northern and southern
contacts of the pluton, pass through the proposed nuclear waste
repository in the northern part of the Passadumkeag River
pluton, and come as near to the Norumbega fault zone as available funds would allow. The seismic data were collected in the
fall of 1987 by Western Geophysical Inc., and were subsequently
processed and interpreted by J. Costain at Vrrginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University. The results of that study are
discussed in a companion to this report (Costain et al., 1990).
Strong seismic reflectors at 1.0-1.3 son these seismic lines
lirni t the maximum thickness of the pluton to about 4 km, using
a velocity of 3 km/s to relate time to depth. Two sets of par.
ticularly strong reflections near Shot Points 375 and 535, and a
somewhat weaker but still conspicuous line of reflections which
connect these reflections, were used to constrain thicknesses in
the gravity models. This portion of seismic reflection Line l is
reproduced in Figure 6. The inference is that, since seismic
reflections indicate faults, foliations, or stratified rocks, and
since we see an abundance ofreflections below this line but few,
if any, above it, we can conclude that the line of reflections at
1.0 to 1.3 s indicates a separation between granite and the
metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks which make up the
country rock. While the boundary is not clear along the entire
reflection profile, it does provide strong evidence for a relatively
thin pluton.
In addition to pluton thickness information, the seismic
lines indicate important features of the setting into which the
pluton was emplaced. Along the northern reflection line (Line
l), the reflections between 2 and 10 s (6 and 30 km) have a
southerly dip, in general, while those on Line 2, the southern line,
dip to the north, in general. These two trends intersect near the
southern boundary of the pluton, where there is an abrupt change
in the Moho depth. These dips seem to conflict with the surface
geology, in which the Bottle Lake Complex straddles the
Miramichi anticlinoriurn. The Moho appears to be faulted at the
southern end of the Bottle Lake Complex with the faults possibly
continuing to the surface near the Norumbega fault zone. Possible diabase sills extend outward from the Norumbega All of
these features are described in more detail in Costain et al.
(1990), and must be considered in the gravity models.
Wide-angle reflections observed in seismic refraction data
which were collected to the west and southwest of the Bottle
Lake Complex indicate a thickening of the crust at a rate of about
l km per25 km distance to the northwest (Luetgert et al, 1987).
While crustal thickness in our region is not inferred by that study,
we feel that it is reasonable to extrapolate this rate of increase
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Figure 5. Locations where samples were collected for density determinations. The density measured for each sample (in glee) is
listed next to its location.

along strike, since we expect crustal thickening to be similar to
that which is observed along strike 50 to 100 km away. The data
in a refraction fan also seem to indicate disruptions at the Moho
which are like those described in the previous paragraph, and are
located about 15-30 km southwest of the Bottle Lake Complex
(J.H. Luetgert, pers. commun., 1988).
REGIONAL GRAVITY ANOMALIES
Before modeling of gravity anomalies begins, the simple
Bouguer anomaly map is typically separated into regional and
residual components, in order to separate the effects of deep
features from those of shallow features. This is typically a very

subjective process, though seemingly objective techniques are
often used to calculate the regional component
Most gravity studies of Maine plutons assume flat, horizontal regional fields, often corresponding to the 5 regions described
by Kane and Bromery (1968), shown in Figure 4. Examples are
the studies of Abbey (1972), Diringer (1982), and Hodge et al.
(1982). In other places it is best to assume a dipping planar
regional field (e.g. Camese, 1981), but this has not been done in
eastern Maine. When one assumes a flat, horizontal regional
field, one is generally assuming no deviation in the mean density
from the surface toinfinitedepthatthose places where the simple
Bouguer anomaly equals the regional anomaly. Ally Bouguer
anomaly which is greater than the regional value represents an
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Figure 6. A segment of the migrated automatic line drawing of Seismic Reflection Line 1, showing strong reflections at 1.0-1.5 s,
presumably indicating the bottom of the Passadwnkeag River pluton.

excess of mass below, while any anomaly which is smaller than
the regional value indicates a mass deficiency below.
A preferred technique to regional/residual separation is to
model the entire crust to the Moho or deeper. This requires that
one have some information regarding structural features from
the surface to at least the base of the crust One can use data such
as seismic reflection data to provide information on structural
features throughout the crust. While this information is often
incomplete, one can use it effectively to constrain the modeling.
Ifone attempts modeling without such a data set, large discrepancies are possible. For example, independent gravity models of
the Sedgwick pluton (Hodge et al, 1982) suggest a thickness of
7 km, while seismic reflection profiles (Stewart et al, 1986)
indicate a thickness of about 10 km. Similarly, gravity models
of the Lexington batholith suggest thicknesses of 3.2 km and 7 .5
km (Kane and Bromery, 1968; Koller, 1979), while seismic
models indicate that the thickness exceeds 9 km (Stewart et al.,
1986).
Although we are cautious in accepting regional anomaly
calculations, we tested one method for regional anomaly determination. We present these results only because they suggest
some interesting possibilities and may indicate the hazards of
taking regional calculations too seriously. The total Bouguer
anomaly map was separated into regional and residual maps
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using an averaging technique described by Geoscience Services
of Salem (1986). In this method, the regional anomaly is calculated for each station by taking the average of Bouguer anomaly
values for all stations within a certain radius, r, of the station.
Regional and residual maps are prepared for several values of r,
and the final selection is made by finding the smallest radius
where there is no correlation between the anomalies on the
regional map and the anomalies of interest on the total Bouguer
Anomaly map. We prepared regional and residual maps for r =
20, 30, 35, 40, and 50 kilometers (Fig. 7). We selected the maps
at r = 40 as those which best met the criterion.
The regional anomalies for all r values are of interest As
these claim to represent the deep structure, it is interesting that
most of the regional maps show a high which is offset to the
southwest of the center of the pluton (Fig. 7). The regional high
could be an indication of a high density residual mafic material
which was left behind as the felsic material which was to form
the pluton was differentiated. Alternatively, it could be a
byproduct of the method used to calculate the regional anomaly.
That method assumes that, if you choose a large enough r value,
all of the near-surface anomalies within that circle will average
out, and you will be left with only a regional anomaly. This
assumption will fail when anomalies of one sign are dominant
(e.g. when there are numerous felsic plutons), or when the data
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points within the averaging circle are not evenly distributed, in
a coarse sense. We are suspicious of the regional anomaly maps
because we fail the test on both counts.
GRAVITY MODELS

While inverse methods have been used for gravity modeling, most researchers prefer to use an iterative approach, where
interactive computer programs allow the modeler to sequentially
vary models until they arrive at one which agrees best with
known measurements. Three types of models are used: twodimensional, two-and-a-half dimensional, and three-dimensional. In two dimensional models, the plotted cross-section is
assumed to continue to infinite distances in the direction perpendicular to the cross-section. This is appropriate when modeling
bodies which are much less thick than wide, or which are
elongate perpendicular to their cross-section (e.g. very thin
plutons, synclines, or anticlines). Two-and-a-half-dimensional
models differ in that the modeler can control the lateral extent of
the body on both sides of the profile line. He may also include
the effects of bodies which are off-line, but close enough to
influence the profile measurements. Three-dimensional models

have been used to model plutons in eastern Maine (Abbey, 1972;
Hodge et al., 1982) and are appropriate when the bodies are
roughly equidimensional. The models must often be oversimplified, because the process of selecting and modifying the
comers of the modeled body can be very formidable. It is also
difficult to display the results of such a model. From our studies,
it appears that the Bottle Lake Complex is about 4 km thick and
is laterally continuous over a distance of 20 km or more. We
have chosen to use a 2.5 dimensional model to represent the
pluton. We have used an interactive program, HYPERMAG
(Saltus and Blakely, 1984), which was provided by R. Saltus.
Our models should be a significant improvement over the twodimensional modeling of Diringer (1982). It might be appropriate to follow our study with some three-dimensional
modeling. We hope to do this if time permits.
When taken alongside seismic reflection data, gravity data
is of value in two regards: First, one can determine whether
structural features on the seismic lines have any gravity expression, and second, one can use gravity data to extrapolate features
on the seismic line into the third dimension. If one uses seismic
reflection data to constrain gravity models along one line, one
can then use the regional values and density contrasts which were
used on the first line to model gravity profiles along cross lines.

- 45°30 1

- 45°

Figure 7a. Bouguer Anomaly, unseparated

Figure 7. Maps showing regional and residual anomalies calculated by the technique described in the text. The anomalies were

calculated for averaging radii of20, 30, 35, 40, and 50 km.
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Figure 7b. Regional, 20 km.

Figure 7c. Residual. 20 km.
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Figure 7d. Regional. 30 km

Figure 7e. R es1dual,
.
30 km
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Figure 7g. Residual. 35 km.
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pluton does not extend 30 km to the eas~ it is joined to the
Whitney Cove pluton which does extend that far. Surface contacts of Body 1 are derived from the geologic map of Ayuso
(1984). Both the north and south boundaries of the pluton are
southward dipping in the near surface to accommodate the
southward offset of the gradients that were discussed in the
section on data compilation. The dip of the southern boundary
oftheplutonreversesatabout(x=44km,z=0.2km)andsteepens
at about (x=40 km, z=l.2 km). The Passadumkeag River pluton
reaches a maximum depth of 4.5 km adjacent to Shot Point 37S
on Seismic Reflection Line A-N, shallows to about 3 km near
Shot Point 545, and deepens to 4.0 km to the south.
The Center Pond pluton is identified as Body 3, and extends
from 11 to 18 km west of Line A-A'. The shape and thickness

This allows one to extend reflection data along a profile into the
third dimension.
GRAVITY MODELING OF THE
BOTTLE LAKE COMPLEX
As we have already indicated, we have chosen to use an
integrated approach in our interpretation. By this, we mean that
we will not model only the residual, but will attempt to include
all known information in our models. The regional anomaly is
then a parameter that can be modified within certain bounds,
until a model is reached which best fits all available data. Our
initial constraints in modeling are as follows:
1. Mapped geologic boundaries of the contacts between
the granite and country rock will be used in the model.
2. The gravitational effect of changes in crustal thickness,
as indicated by seismic reflection profiles, will be included in the
model.
3. A line of strong reflectors on Reflection Line l between
l and 1.5 s will be used to constrain the bottom of the pluton.
The boundaries of the pluton to the north and south of these
points are less distinct, and in those places, the seismic lines are
only used as rough constraints.
4. We include the effect of the Center Pond pluton which
is off-line, but close enough to influence the gravity measurements over parts of the pluton.
5. We assnme no upper crustal mafic bodies. While earlier
models have assumed that the relative gravity highs which flank
the low of the Bottle Lake Complex are the result of buried mafic
bodies (Diringer, 19S2), we view such models as unlikely for the
following reasons. First, we believe that the best model is the
simplest model, and that buried mafic bodies are unnecessary.
Second, we see no significant evidence of such bodies in the
seismic reflection data (except for some strong reflections in the
seismic data which can be interpreted as diabase sills, described
in Costain et al., 1990). Third, we feel that the relative highs can
be best explained by considering other known contributors to the
gravity field, namely the Central Maine Gravity Gradient and the
adjacent felsic plutons.
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The location of the north-south line, Gravity Line A-A', is
shown in Figure 3 and Plate I. Our model for the structure -along
that line is given in Figure 8. The observed and calculated
anomalies for our profile are shown in Figure Sa. The model
which produced the calculated anomaly is shown in Figure Sb.
Jn Figure Sc, we have isolated the effect of the Moho structure
which is derived from seismic analysis. This adds a low frequency component to the gravity field which is important to include
in the models. The last part of the figure, 8d, shows an expanded
view of the structure in the uppermost9km. Body l has a density
contrast of -0.15 g/cc and represents the Passadumkeag River
pluton. It is assnmed to extend 5 km to the west and 30 km to
the east of the cross-section. While the Passadnmkeag River
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Figure 8. Model for Gravity Line A-A". (a) The calculated and observed anomalies. (b) The entire cross sectional density model. (c) The
gravitational effect of the Moho, isolated from that of the near-surface
bodies. (d) A blow-up of the upper portion of a. to show the details of
near surface structure.
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of the Center Pond pluton are derived from Gravity Line B-B'
quential near the Bottle Lake Complex. The points at the northwhich we will discuss below. Like the Passadumkeag River ern edge of the pluton, at about 20 km, should change more
pluton, the Center Pond pluton is assigned a density contrast of abruptly than they do in the calculated model. This could
-0.15 glee. The Moho structure is represented by Body 2 (Figure probably be corrected by assuming a narrow zone surrounding
Sb), having a density contrast of +0.3 glee. We have assumed
the pluton which shows an increase in density of perhaps 0.1 or
that this structure extends 100 km east and west of the line. This
0.2 g/cc, associated with contact metamorphism. We have
is essentially a two-dimensional representation of the Moho, and avoided putting this in our model because we do not wish to give
a false impression of the accuracy of the models. Variations of
would change minimally if we were to extend it to infinity in
a few tenths of kilometers are reasonable at almost any position
both directions.
Because non-zero Bouguer anomalies indicate excess or
along the contact. Larger variations are possible if the country
insufficient mass relative to a semi-infinite column with constant rock is composed of lithologic units having substantially different densities or if wnation within the pluton has a measurable
density, any assumed mass distribution in the mantle will always
density variation with depth. 1f our surface measurements are
contribute a large positive anomaly. By adding the mass of Body
2, we modify the shape of the calculated anomaly, but we also
any indication we could expect substantial variations in the
add a very large offset to that anomaly. This essentially adds a
density of the country rock.
It might be more appropriate to consider the seismic refleclarge positive quantity to the regional anomaly. Because we are
tions at 1.0-1.3 km to be a somewhat looser constraint. 1f the
concerned with the shape of the curve, rather than its offset, we
can correct for this effect by adding to the regional anomaly. fu
bottom of the pluton is highly irregular along Gravity Line A-A',
the absence of Body 2, the regional anomaly is -8 mgals. When
as suggested by the model that we have already shown, it might
we add Body 2 to the model, we must use a regional anomaly of also be very irregular in the dimension perpendicular to that line.
-48 mgals, a value which differs by 40 mgals. Since other Since the two-and-a- half dimensional models assume that the
models do not consider Moho structure, the -8 mgal regional body maintains its cross section into and out of the page, it might
anomaly is the one which should be used when comparing our be appropriate to use the seismic reflections to constrain the
models with those of other studies or when making models of general thickness of the pluton, but not require that the two match
cross-lines which do not include Moho effects. The -48 mgal completely. This might seem particularly appropriate when we
regional value is an artifact of our Moho modeling.
consider that the shallow 3 km reflections occur near the peak
gravity anomaly over the pluton. Accordingly, we present an
The density contrasts which we have used for the felsic
plutons (-.15 glee) are greater in magnitude than those indicated alternative model for Gravity Line A-A' in Figure 9. Here we
have used the same density contrasts and off-line limits as in the
by surface measurements, and are greater than those assumed by
others who have modeled plutons in the region (typically -.12
first model, but have simplified the shapes of the two plutons.
The change in the shape of the Center Pond pluton appears to be
glee). Values for the density contrasts of granite plutons in
large, but is in fact minor in its effect because it is off-line. The
Maine typically range from -.09 glee to -0.2 g/cc (Hodge et al.,
1982). As we have noted earlier, we do not feel compelled to
follow the densities of the surface measurements since they are
so variable. If we were to use a smaller density contrast, we
Alternate Model, Line A-A'
would have to assume a thicker pluton, and we feel that this is
oA
unacceptable on the basis of the seismic reflection data. Alternatively, we could match the seismic data by assuming a regional
anomaly which was less than -8 mgal. 1f we were to use a smaller 0
regional anomaly, it would imply positive masses to the north j. .
and south of the pluton. While this is a possibility, we have no !
strong evidence to support it, and it would be pure guesswork to ·•
locate and assign densities to such bodies. We have chosen a
model which best fits the data available to us at this time. It is .+...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
O • OBSERVED X • CALCl.A..A. TED l
interesting to note that while most gravity studies of plutons in
Maine which are unconstrained by seismic data tend to underestimate pluton thickness, the study of Diringer (1982), and our
preliminary models, would tend to overestimate the pluton thickness. Future seismic lines may better-characterize the Central ~~
Maine Gravity Gradient and the -8 mgal relative highs which
border the pluton.
The poorest fit between calculated and observed measurements is seen on the north side of the pluton. At the northern
edge of the map, the effects of the Central Maine Gravity
Figure 9. An alternative model for Gravity Line A-A'. Here, the
Gradient become significant, but these appear to be inconse-seismic constraints were loosened, as described in the text
~+-~~~~"'--'~~~~~~~~~~~~~"'--'~+
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modeled southern contact of the Passadumkeag River pluton
extends to the south of the mapped contact This assumes that
there is a thin layerof the country rock which overlies the granite
there, and that it has negligible gravity effects. The bottom of
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the pluton thickens from 3.2 km at the southern limit to 4.15 km ~0

at the north, similar to the thickening shown in the first model.
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A second profile was made, crossing the Passadumkeag ci.:tr==='==e==='=====~==;;:-~lj~====lfRiver and Center Pond plutons from northwest to southeast 0
2
(Gravity Line B-B', Fig. 3). Amodei for Gravity Line B-B' is , "
,
shown in Figure 10. This model does not include any Moho -:.~
•o
body, because we do not have any knowledge of Moho thickness ' 0
along these lines. It should be obvious from Figure Sc that this ..:
0
would not seriously change the result The model uses the -8 ci.J--.~~-r:c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,.....t.
s.o
1s.o
2s.o
35.o
'15.0
55.0
mgal regional anomaly which was derived along Gravity Line -.s.o
D1 .. t.anc• (~..,)
A-~ to make the two models compatible. We have also used the
same density contrasts as in the first model. Here we see that the Figure 10. Model for Gravity Line B-B'. (a) The calculated and
observed anomalies. (b) The cross sectional density model. No Moho
Passadumkeag River (Body 2) and Center Pond (Body 1) plutons
effects were included in this model. See text for details.
are connected a few hundred meters below the surface as anticipated from geochemical data (Ayuso and Wanes, 1980), and
that the Center Pond pluton extends to about 9.8 km depth. The
Gravity Line C-C'
Deblois pluton (Body 3), which crops out within and to the south
c
C"
of the Norumbega fault zone, appears to extend to about 6 km.
The southeastern contact of the Passadumkeag River pluton dips
Crossing,
Lines A and B
inward as do the other contacts in general. The poor fit near the
peak anomaly of the Passadumekeag River pluton at 20 km is an .;cl
artifact of the sparseness of the data points that we were able to ~~

.-

collect there.
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A model for the WSW-ENE Gravity Line C-C' is shown in °
2
Figure 11. As with Line B-B ',we have neglected contributions ·F
-o
due to Moho structure, and have assumed a regional anomaly of ;;•
-8 mgals. The model includes the effects of the Passadumkeag ~0
River pluton (Body 1), the Whitney Cove pluton (Body 2), and '·•
the Center Pond pluton (Body 3). The Passadumkeag River
2s.o
Ja.o
pluton is assumed to extend 10 km to the north of the profile, and
D1 t.l.•nc• (~..,)
12 km to the south. Similarly, the Whitney Cove pluton extends
6.25 km to the north and 12.5 km to the south, and the Center Figure 11. Model for Gravity Line C-C'. (a) The calculated and
Pond pluton extends from 8 km to 20 km north of the profile. observed anomalies. (b) The cross sectional density model. No Moho
effects were included as with Line B-B'. See text for details.
Gravitational effects of the Deblois pluton along theNorumbega
fault zone, as well as a northeastern extension of the Whitney
Cove pluton, are neglected. The Ordovician and Silurian units
north of the Whitney Cove pluton appear to have lower densities preted as a subsurface portion of the Center Pond pluton. The
than their younger counterparts which lie north of the Passadum- outward displacement of contours along the westernmost portion
keag River pluton. These might have contributed to the low of Line B-B' is much greater than the outward displacement
Bouguer anomalies in the northeastern portion of the Whitney along Line A-N, in support of a model with a substantial mass
Cove pluton. However, since we lack any defmitive evidence, of granite beneath the western end of Line C-C'. The model
we have not included these in the model.
shows a flat continuous bottom in the eastern part of the PasThe model indicates that the southwestern boundary of the sadumkeag River pluton, perhaps resulting in part from the
Passadumkeag River pluton dips outward beneath the exposed paucity of data along much of the line. The western Whitney
metamorphic rocks. This extension could alternatively be inter- Cove pluton is slightly shallower, but the eastern part of the

'
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Whitney Cove pluton extends to 4.2 km, about as deep as the
deepest portion of the Passadumkeag Riverpluton. As with Line
B-B', we have avoided models which would show a perfect
mat.ch of observed and calculated values near the intersection of
the three gravity lines, because the contours are based on so few
data points there. The depths and density contrasts used in the
three models are in agreement at the intersection.

reflectors, such as a change in degree of heterogeneity of the
rocks or in the accuracy of the static corrections to the seismic
reflection data. The absence of diffraction hyperbolae could also
be the result of the common depth point stacking procedures, in
which case either of the first two explanations would be possible.

DISCUSSION

Gravity modeling concurs with seismic reflection profiling
in showing that the Passadumkeag River pluton reaches a thickness of about 4 km near its center. It dips inward along its
northern and southern contacts, and is connected to the Whitney
Cove pluton to the east and the Center Pond pluton to the wesL
It is particularly thin near the northern end of Gravity Line A-N.
Upon combining the gravity data with seismic results, we find
indications that the bottom of the pluton may have 1.5 km or
more of topography, the origin of which is unknown, and might
indicate zones of weakness or faulting.

The models which we have presented differ from the earlier
models of Diringer (1982) in several regards. We have had a
significant advantage in being able to constrain the pluton thickness with seismic reflection data. Diringer used an averaging
technique to derive a regional anomaly of -17 mgals, and this
fOICed him to assume positively anomalous masses (mafic units)
surrounding the pluton. We feel that it might be difficult to
explain the possible origins of such bodies, and that the seismic
evidence does not support their presence on either side of the
Bottle Lake Complex. Our regional value of -8 mgal is close to
the -5 mgal regional value proposed by Kane and Bromery
(1968). The density contrast which we used to represent the
pluton was higher than anticipated, but not unreasonable. We
prefer two-and-a-half dimensional models to the two-dimensional models which Diringer used because they better represent
a body having the shape of these plutons. The differences
between the two would not be especially large, but we observed
differences on the order of a few percent. The two-and-a-half
dimensional models also allow us to include the effects of
off-line bodies such as the Center Pond pluton. Our models use
the same densities for the plutons on each of the three lines.
Diringer's model uses a different density contrast for different
parts of the Passadumkeag River pluton (-0.09 and -0.1 glee).
The shape and thicknesses of the bodies which we have shown
are not as different from those of Diringer (1982) as one might
expect, considering the data base which was available to him.
To some extent, this could be considered fortuitous, and we feel
that our models have a more substantial body of evidence to
support them.
The two models for Gravity Line A-A' suggest some interesting interpretations of the seismic reflection data. The models
seem to suggest that the bottom of the pluton has at least 1 km
of relief along its bottom. It is reasonable to expect that one
would see similar relief to the east and west of the profile. This
might suggest that the strong reflectors at Shot Points 375 and
545 occur because they represent comers or topography at the
bottom of the pluton. Such comers are known to produce
diffractions which might enhance the reflected waves, making
them darker on the profile. An alternative explanation is that
they would represent lithologies having larger density contrasts
(and larger seismic reflection coefficients) with the granite than
adjacent lithologies which bound the bottom of the pluton. In
either case, we would expect to see diffraction hyperbolae in the
data. The absence of these hyperbolae suggests that we might
need to consider other explanations for the strength of these
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Appendix l
Bottle Lake Gravity Anomalies
Station Latitude Lcngiludc
ID

(deg,min) (deg.min)

BOTH 45 21.90
BOTH 45 21.90
DOTO! 45 2261
#BOT 2 45 23.44
#BOT 3 45 2276
BOT 4 45 22.62
BOT 5 45 22.42
BOT 6 45 21.77
BOT 7 45 22.05
BOT 8 45 23.55
#BOT 9 45 24.28
BOTIO 45 25.56
BOTl2 45 27.00
BOTl3 45 28.45
BOT14 45 24.96
#BOTl5 45 24.14
#BOTl6 45 23.53
BOT17 45 21.61
#BOTl8 45 22.02
#BOTl9 45 22.47
BOT20 45 20.75
#BOT21 45 20.30
#BOT22 45 21.90
BOT23 45 2254
BOT24 45 23.75
BOTl7 45 21.61
DOTI 7 45 21.61
BOT17 45 21.61
DOTI 7 45 21.61
BOT25 45 23.47
#BOT26 45 24.45
BOT27 45 23.61
BOT28 45 23.76
BOT29 45 24.30
BOTIO 45 25.38
DOTI! 45 26.67
BOT32 45 27.20
BOT33 45 28.6!1
BOT34 45 29.49
BOT35 45 29.80
BOT36 45 27.85
BOT37 45 26.31
#DOT38 45 25.27
BOT39 45 23.95
BOT40 45 21.98
BOT41 45 21.61!
BOT42 45 21.34
BOT43 45 20.74
BOT44 45 20.34
#BOT45 45 17.95
#BOT46 45 17.65
#BOT47 45 17.23
#BOT48 45 16.26
#BOT49 45 13.70
#BOTSO 45 14.10
#BOTS! 45 14.96
#BOT52 45 20.38
#BOT53 45 20.06
#BOT54 45 18.95

61! 30.17
61! 30.17
61! 27.71
61! 29.74
61! 25.81
61! 24.58
61! 24.00
61! 17.93
61! 20.16
61! 20.63
68 19.89
68 18.42
68 20.35
68 2225
68 14.27
68 17.93
68 17.75
61! 17.20
68 18.52
61! 17.22
68 18.12
61! 18.83
61! 15.56
61! 13.52
68 13.89
68 17.20
68 17.20
68 17.20
68 17.20
68 10.61
61! 11.15
61! 9.25
61! 8.02
61! 8.04
61! 6.46
61! 7.01
61! 6.32
61! 5.H
68 4.73
61! 7.36
61! 8.57
61! 7.32
61! 8.24
61! 7.15
61! 5.65
61! 4.49
68 3.80
68 23.56
61! 21.96
61! 18.02
61! 17.74
61! 18.25
61! 18.47
61! 18.06
61! 17.65
61! 18.31
61! 22.30
61! 21.09
68 21.00

Elev
(ft.)

g (mgala) F= Air l!ouguer BASE
Anomaly Ancmaly ID

236.0 980616.71
236.0 980616.76
293.0 980609.82
198.5 980624.74
324.8 980607 .98
353.0 980607 .07
361!.0 980606.74
594.0 980599.12
458.0 980613.74
456.0 980615.85
402.1 980621.41
309.0 980629.17
307.0 980629.49
232.0 980634.53
371.0 980624.62
424.4 980620.53
367 .3 980623.21
408.0 980618.56
405.0 980616.20
405.7 980618.59
480.0 980614.63
414.3 980614.17
390.5 980620.77
464.0 980616.27
352.0 980624.03
408.0 980618.25
408.0 980618.31
408.0 980618.21
408.0 980618.35
454.0 980617.22
355.9 980624.84
449.0 980617.21
555.0 980609.79
522.0 980612.78
(IQl.0 980608.77
400.0 980622.47
449.0 980620.16
534.0 980615.83
622.0 980610.84
374.0 980630.48
453.0 980622.83
399.0 980622.25
407.7 980621.92
754.0 980597.33
643.0 980599.77
567.0 980598.80
472.0 980599.89
554.0 980597.12
551.0 980600.81
541.2 980590.87
533.7 980589.71
395.0 980595.73
746.1 980572.74
342.5 980591.33
324.9 980593.67
417.4 980587.54
575.4 980598.75
462.3 980604.17
307.7 980605.67

-13.19
-13.13
-15.78
-11.01
-14.86
-12.91
-H.52
3.09
4.49
4.16
3.54
0.62
-1.42
-5.61
2.81
4.98
3.21
5.28
2.02
3.79
9.42
3.46
5.41
6.85
2.25
4.97
5.03
4.93
5.07
5.46
2.38
4.77
7.09
6.17
7.95
0.80
2.30
3.72
5.79
1.64
4.37
1.03
3.10
13.05
8.03
0.37
-6.96
-1.12
2.89
-4.36
-5.11
-12.17
-0.67
-16.17
-16.10
-14.83
3.07
-1.67
-13.03

-21.24BANG
-21.18 BANG
-25.77 BOTH
-17.78 DOTI
-25.93 DOTI
-24.95 DOTI
-24.07 DOTI
-17.17 DOTI
-11.13 DOTI
-H.39 DOTI
-10.17 DOTI
-9.92 DOTI
-11.89 DOTlO
-13.53 BOTlO
-9.84 BOTlO
-9.50 BOTlO
-9.32 BOTlO
-8.63 BOTlO
-H.80 DOTIO
-10.04 DOTIO
-6.95 BOTIO
-10.67 DOTIO
-7.91 BOTlO
-8.98 BOTlO
-9.75 BOTlO
-8.94 BOTH
-8.89 BOTH
-8.98 BOTH
-8.84 DOTI!
-10.02 BOTl7
-9.76 BOTl7
-10.54 DOTl7
-H.84 DOTl7
-H.64 BOTl7
-12.55 BOTl7
-12.84 BOT17
-13.01 BOT17
-14.50 BOT17
-15.42 BOT17
-H.11 BOTl7
-11.08 BOTl7
-12.58 BOTl7
-10.81 BOT17
-12.66 DOTI 7
-13.90 BOTl7
-18.97 BOTl7
-23.06 BOT17
-20.02 BOT17
-15.90 BOTl7
-2282 BOT17
-23.98 BOTl7
-25.64 BOT17
-26.12 BOTl7
-27.86 BOTl7
-27.18 DOTl7
-29.06 BOT17
-16.56 BOTl7
-17.44 BOTl7
-23.52 BOT17

21

BOTS5 45 18.16
BOTS6 45 17.20
BOT57 45 19.30
BOT57 45 19.30
BOT57 45 19.30
#BOT58 45 18.49
BOT59 45 17.58
BOT60 45 18.20
BOT61 45 16.87
BOT62 45 15.98
#BOT63 45 16.34
BOT64 45 16.53
BOT65 45 21.31
BOT65 45 21.31
BOT65 45 21.31
BOT65 45 21.31
#BOT66 45 20.86
BOT67 45 20.03
BOT68 45 20.39
BOT69 45 14.23
#BOT70 45 13.20
BOT71 45 16.42
BOT72 45 14.45
#BOT73 45 13.91
#BOT74 45 12.96
#BOT75 45 19.59
#BOT76 45 18.82
#BOT77 45 18.13
BOT78 45 20.43
BOT79 45 18.04
#BOT80 45 16.26
#BOTS! 45 17.35
#BOT82 45 16.17
BOT28 45 23.75
BOT28 45 23.75
BOT28 45 23.75
BOT28 45 23.75
BOT28 45 23.75
BOT28 45 23.75
BOT83 45 20.89
BOT84 45 21.46
#BOT8S 45 21.99
BOT86 45 19.06
BOT87 45 17.88
BOT88 45 17.98
BOT89 45 18.54
BOT90 45 25.97
BOT91 45 26.94
BOT92 45 28.01
BOT93 45 27.69
BOT94 45 25.66
BOT95 45 25.76
BOT96 45 21.85
BOT97 45 2212
BOT98 45 20.38
BOT99 45 19.19
BOTIOO 45 19.56
BOTIOO 45 19.56
BOTIOO 45 19.56
#BOTlOI 45 15.86
#BOT102 45 17.93
BOT103 45 17.89
#BOTI04 45 19.26
BOT105 45 19.52
#BOT106 45 18.63
BOTI07 45 16.39
#BOTl08 45 16.73

22

68 20.02
68 20.80
68 29.15
68 29.15
68 29.15
68 29.86
68 29.52
68 27.46
68 26.52
68 24.59
68 21.89
68 24.18
68 30.54
68 30.54
68 30.54
68 30.54
68 29.15
68 25.77
68 26.82
68 24.90
68 25.24
68 24.95
68 27.42
68 27.53
68 26.Sl
68 13.28
68 13.45
68 13.03
68 14.36
68 8.95
68 5.73
68 8.95
68 16.26
68 8.01
68 8.01
68 8.01
68 8.01
68 8.01
68 8.01
68 3.22
68 2.35
68 1.72
68 4.00
68 3.85
68 6.56
68 635
68 1.23
68 0.86
68 2.16
68 3.34
68 4.79
68 2.54
67 55.50
67 51.43
67 54.58
67 56.90
67 41.42
67 41.42
67 41.42
01 45.51
01 49.02
67 50.31
01 43.08
67 47.35
01 48.08
67 50.24
01 51.21

295.0 980603.38
295.0 980597.88
459.0 980590.86
459.0 980590.87
459.0 980590.83
469.7 980588.83
351.0 980591.95
351.0 980591.69
451.0 980582.99
369.0 980592.51
385.6 980596.33
514.0 980583.68
332.0 980609.42
332.0 980609.48
332.0 980609.61
332.0 980609.40
225.0 980610.87
275.0 980603.43
222.0 980606.62
545.0 980583.69
620.0 980580.82
311.0 980593 .83
312.0 980594.65
287.6 980599.Sl
314.8 980600.81
296.2 980614.51
291.2 980610.96
303.7 980606.38
392.0 980618.96
336.0 980601.36
340.3 980598.31
314.9 980603.49
426.2 980590.79
555.0 980609.97
555.0 980610.06
555.0 980609.86
555.0 980609.94
555.0 980609.95
555.0 980610.02
299.0 980608.41
502.0 980596.99
428.1 980602.69
298.0 980604.55
304.0 980602.25
336.0 980601.13
401.0 980597.96
873.0 980588.96
654.0 980604.14
690.0 980604.22
725.0 980602.05
666.0 980604.62
853.0 980590.98
319.0 980605.31
578.0 980591.26
319.0 980604.23
298.0 980607.96
301.0 980605.54
301 .0 980605.27
301 .0 98060538
255.4 980607.28
406.1 980594.91
385.0 980595.61
294.3 9806H.S6
357.0 980599.71
472. 9 980591.02
382.0 980595.15
394.1 980594.98

-15.32 -25.38 BOT17
-19.37 -29.43 BOTl7
-14.14 -29.79 BOTH
-14.13 -29.78 BOTH
-14.17 -29.83 BOTH
-13.94 -29.96 BOTS7
-20.62 -32.59 BOTS7
-21.81 -33.78 BOTS7
-19.09 -34.47 BOTS7
-15.94 -28.53 BOTS7
-H.H -24.26 BOTS7
-11.97 -29.50 BOT57
-10.55 -21.87 BOTH
-10.49 -21.82 BOTH
-10.36 -21.69 BOTH
-10.58 -21.90 BOTH
-18.49 -26.16 BOT65
-19.97 -29.35 BOT65
-22.31 -29.88 BOT65
-5.51 -24.16 BOT65
0.16 -20.99 BOT65
-20.75 -31.35 BOT65
-16.86 -27.50 BOT65
-13.47 -23.28 BOT65
-8.19 -18.93 BOT65
-6.24 -16.34 BOT17
-9.09 -19.02 BOT17
-H.46 -21.81 BOT17
5.95 -7.42 BOT17
-13.30 -24.76 BOT17
-13.27 -24.88 BOT17
-12.12 -2286 BOT17
-12.57 -27.H BOT17
7.28 -H.65 BOTH
7.38 -H.55 BOTH
7.18 -H.75 BOTH
7.25 -H.68 BOTH
7.27 -H.66 BOTH
7.33 -H.59 BOTH
-14.03 -24.23 BOT28
-7.22 -24.34 BOT28
-9.27 -23.87 BOT28
-15.23 -25.39 BOT28
-15.18 -25.55 BOT28
-13.45 -24.91 BOT28
-H.34 -25.02 BOT28
12.83 -16.94 BOT28
5.95 -16.35 BOT28
7.80 -15.73 BOT28
9.41 -15.31 BOT28
9.49 -13.22 BOT28
13.29 -15.80 BOT28
-16.70 -27.58 BOT28
-6.81 -26.52 BOT28
-15.56 -26.44 BOT28
-12.01 -2218 BOT28
-8.51 -21.02 BOTH
-8.78 -21.29 BOTH
-8.66 -21.18 BOTH
-H.68 -20.39 BOTIOO
-13.00 -26.85 BOTIOO
-14.22 -27.35 BOTlOO
-8.86 -18.90 BOTIOO
-15.21 -27.39 BOTIOO
-11.67 -27.79 BOTIOO
-12.70 -25.72 BOTIOO
-12.24 -25.69 BOTIOO

BOTUJI) 45 16.85
BOTllO 45 24.96
BOTl 10 45 24.96
BOT! II 45 25.95
#BOTl 12 45 24.68
BOTl13 45 11.32
BOTl13 45 11.32
BOTl13 45 11.32
BOTl13 45 11.32
BOTl13 45 11.32
BOTl14 45 9.92
#BOT115 45 11.16
#BOT116 45 12.H
#BOT117 45 5.21
#BOT118 45 4.58
BOTll9 45 0.45
BOT113 45 11.32
BOT113 45 11.32
BOT113 45 11.32
BOT120 44 59.85
BOT121 44 59.83
BOTl21 44 59.83
BOT121 44 59.83
BOT121 44 59.83
BOT122 45 5.31
BOT123 45 9JJI
BOT124 45 10.72
BOT125 45 3.42
BOT126 45 2.84
BOT127 45 1.14
BOT128 45 0.92
BOT129 45 3.05
BOT130 45 0.98
BOTI9 45 18.04
BOTI9 45 18.04
BOTH3 45 H.32
BOTH3 45 11.32
BOT131 45 18.86
BOT132 45 18.17
BOT133 45 17.76
BOT134 45 17.39
BOT135 45 10.86
BOT136 45 9.87
BOT137 45 10.40
BOT123 45 9.fJI
BOT123 45 9.fJI
BOT142 45 1.73
BOT142 45 1.73
BOT138 45 9.61
BOT139 45 9.34
BOT140 45 8.28
BOT141 45 8.64
BOT143 45 2.42
BOT144 45 2.37
BOT145 45 1.94
BOT146 45 7.49
BOTl47 45 7.18
BOT148 45 6.11
BOT! 49 45 6.24
BOT150 45 6.16
BOT151 45 6.22
BOT152 45 6.65
BOTlOO 45 19.56
BOTIOO 45 19.56
BOT153 45 9.89
BOT154 45 10.93
BOT155 45 12.13

67 54.20
61 45.14
61 45.14
6145.91
61 49.58
68 23.28
68 23.28
68 23.28
68 23.28
68 23.28
68 18.77
68 18.24
68 15.48
68 13.13
68 12.33
68 9.99
68 23.28
68 23.28
68 23.28
68 9.16
68 7.75
68 7.75
68 7.75
68 7.75
68 5.17
68 4.36
68 3.6!1
68 5.28
68 4.22
68 1.87
68 1.57
68 0.65
68 4.18
68 8.95
68 8.95
68 23.28
68 23.28
68 8.99
68 7.91
68 7.13
68 5.40
68 23.57
68 22.88
68 22.20
68 4.36
68 4.36
68 15.76
68 15.76
68 5.87
68 6.88
68 6.76
68 5.23
68 15.55
68 16.82
68 16.50
68 12.01
68 13.08
68 13.25
68 12.49
68 10.40
68 11.23
68 10.74
67 41.42
67 41.42
67 43.56
67 46.79
67 50.78

298.0
447.0
447.0
452.0
388.1
190.0
190.0
190.0
190.0
190.0

980605.47
980600.36
980600.45
980597.34
980610.97
980600.70
980600.80
980600.84
980600.96
980600.87
980597.16
429.5 980584.71
274.0 980596.40
352.0 980589.21
353.4 980593.28
406.0 980580.56
190.0 980600.75
190.0 980600.81
190.0 980600.54
406.0 980578.44
391.0 980581.71
391.0 980581.62
391.0 980581.75
391.0 980581.76
356.0 980596.63
519.0 980586.6!1
357.0 980592.37
402.0 980585.58
402.0 980584.13
345.0 980579.29
341.0 980578.27
374.0 980582.56
454.0 980576.82
336.0 980601.43
336.0 980601.41
190.0 980600.80
190.0 980600.92
336.0 980603.43
336.0 980601.70
336.0 980600.92
336.0 980600.05
190.0 980600.22
190.0 980600.41
190.0 980599.87
519.0 980586.73
519.0 980586.79
335.0 980593.13
335.0 980593.13
519.0 980582.14
519.0 980581.65
519.0 980585.fJI
519.0 980587.42
335.0 980594.25
335.0 980594.48
335.0 980593.66
399.0 980586.74
399.0 980586.00
399.0 980586.18
400.0 980586.36
399.0 980591.98
399.0 980588.21
399.0 980588.45
367.0 980605.53
367.0 980605.63
203.0 980601.20
298.0 980597.20
298.0 980599.54

=o

-10.98
-14.31
-14.21
-18.35
-8.81
-17.56
-17.46
-17.42
-17.30
-17.39
-15.98
-10.79
-15.15
-4.68
0.56
-0.99
-17.51
-17.45
-17.72
-2.20
-0.31
-0.41
-0.27
-0.27
2.96
2.77
-9.28
-0.82
-1.40
-9.04
-10.10
-5.92
-1.02
-13.24
-13.26
-17.46
-17.34
-12.47
-13.16
-13.32
-13.63
-17.34
-15.66
-17.00
2.80
2.87
2.97
2.97
-2.60
-2.68
2.34
4.15
3.05
3.35
3.19
-6.09
-6.36

-5.56
-4.49
1.16
-2.70
-3.11
-8.51
-8.42
-13.68
-10.32
-9.78

-21.14 BOTlOO
-29.55 BOTH
-29.46 BOTll
-33.76 BOTllO
-22.04 BOTllO
-24.04 BOTll
-23.94 BOTll
-23.90 BOTll
-23.78 BOTH
-23.87 BOTH
-23.55 BOTl13
-25.44 BOT113
-24.50 BOT113
-16.6!1 BOT113
-11.49 BOTl13
-14.83 BOT113
-23.99 BOTll
-23.93 BOTll
-24.20 BOTll
-16.05 BOTl13
-13.64 BOTl13
-13.74 BOTH3
-13.60 BOTH3
-13.60 BOTH3
-9.18 BOT121
-14.94 BOT121
-21.45 BOT121
-14.54 BOT121
-15.11 BOT121
-20.81 BOTl21
-21.73 BOT121
-18.67 BOT121
-16.50 BOT121
-24.70 BOTll
-24.72 BOTll
-23.94 BOTH
-23.82 BOTll
-23.93 BOTI9
-24.62 BOTI9
-24.78 BOTI9
-25.09 BOTI9
-23.82 BOTH3
-22.14 BOTl13
-23.48 BOTl13
-14.90 BOTll
-14.83 BOTll
-8.45 BOTll
-8.45 BOTll
-20.30 BOT123
-20.38 BOT123
-15.36 BOT123
-13.55 BOT123
-8.38 BOT142
-8.(JI BOTl42
-8.24 BOTl42
-19.70 BOTll
-19.97 BOT146
-19.16 BOT146
-18.13 BOT146
-12.45 BOT146
-16.31 BOT146
-16.71 BOT146
-21.03 BOTll
-Z0.93 BOTll
-20.61 BOTIOO
-20.48 BOTlOO
-19.95 BOTIOO

23

BOT154 45 10.93
BOT154 45 10.93
BOT155 45 12.13
BOT155 45 12.13
BOT154 45 10.93
BOT154 45 10.93
BOT156 45 12.18
BOT157 45 12.62
BOT158 45 13.52
BOT159 45 12.51
BOT160 45 13.44
BOTl61 45 14.11
BOT162 45 13.58
BOT163 45 13.88
BOT164 45 10.88
BOT165 45 12.75
BOT166 45 9.46
BOT167 45 .5.38
BOT167 45 5.38
BOT167 45 5.38
BOT168 45 6.12
BOT169 45 7.01
BOT170 45 7.04
DOTI 71 45 6.45
BOT! 72 45 5.65
BOT173 45 7.72
DOTI 74 45 8.34
DOTI 75 45 9.00
BOT146 45 7.49
BOT176 45 10.17
BOT176 45 10.17
BOT! n 45 10.05
BOT! 78 45 9.28
BOT179 45 8.24
BOT180 45 13.01
BOT181 45 19.74
BOT181 45 19.74
BOT182 45 19.43
BOT183 45 18.98
BOT184 45 19.00
BOT17 45 21.61
BOT17 45 21.61
BOT17 45 21.61
#BOT185 45 16.H
#BOTl86 45 14.26
#BOT187 45 15.36
BOTH3 45 11.32
BOTH3 45 11.32
BOT113 45 11.32
BOT191 45 5.08
BOT191 45 5.08
#BOT188 45 12.71
#BOT189 4S 1315
#BOT190 45 11.56
#BOT192 45 6.62
#BOT193 45 5.96

67 46.79
67 46.79
67 50.78
67 50.78
67 46.79
67 46.79
67 47.98
67 49.36
67 50.86
67 52.00
67 51.n
67 5152
67 53.07
67 5411
67 53.85
67 58.19
67 53.21
67 51.84
67 51.84
67 51.84
67 52.64
67 53.SO
67 51.95
67 51.09
67 51.16
67 54.76
67 54.97
67 56.01
68 12.01
67 59.50
67 59.50
67 58.49
67 59.44
68 0.17
68 5.36
68 16.70
68 16.70
68 15.43
68 16.00
68 14.79
68 17.20
68 17.20
68 17.20
68 12.13
68 12.94
68 16.20
68 23.28
68 23.28
68 23.28
68 26.43
68 26.43
68 18.37
68 18.57
68 15.66
68 18.48
68 22.37

298.0 980597.19
298.0 980597.18
298.0 98059954
298.0 980599.45
298.0 980597.22
298.0 980597.31
298.0 980597.91
298.0 980600.67
298.0 980598.56
298.0 980598.29
298.0 980598.88
298.0 980599.38
298.0 980600.01
298.0 980601.69
298.0 980602.04
298.0 980601.30
299.0 980599.45
303.0 980583.98
303.0 980583.93
303.0 980583.85
303.0 980586.47
303.0 980592.62
303.0 980588.75
303.0 980587.15
303.0 980586.30
303.0 980599.20
303.0 980598.14
303.0 980601.82
399.0 980586.74
311.0 980604.98
311.0 98060512
3H.O 980605.65
3H.O 980604.97
3H.O 980603.31
344.0 980594.89
299.0 980618.03
299.0 980618.0S
300.0 980614.03
299.0 980609.79
300.0 980610.88
408.0 980618.46
408.0 980618.32
408.0 980618.22
276.0 980603.02
273.4 980600.98
340.8 980595.93
190.0 980600.79
190.0 980600.69
190.0 980600.76
453.0 980592.45
453.0 980592.36
329.0 980591.44
349.0 980590.20
357.2 980588.12
503.1 980590.03
486.2 980591.57

-10.32
-10.33
-9.78
-9.88
-10.29
-10.20
-11.49
-9.39
-12.86
-11.61
-12.42
-12.93
-H50
-10.28
-5.40
-8.96
-5.15
-14.69
-14.74
-14.82
-13.31
-8.51
-12.42
-13.13
-12.78
-3.00
-4.99
-2.31
-6.09
-0.16
0.08
0.69
1.17
1.07
-11.44
-2.68
-2.66
-6.12
-9.78
-8.62
5.19
5.04
4.94
-14.38
-13.87
-14.25
-17.47
-1151
-17.50
8.34
8.25
-15.84
-16.01
-14.78
8.30
9.25

-20.49 BOT! I
-20.49 BOT! I
-19.94 BOTH
-20.04 BOTH
-20.45 BOTH
-20.36 BOTH
-21.65 BOT154
-19.55 BOT154
-23.02 BOT154
-21.TI BOT155
-22.58 BOT155
-23.10 BOT155
-21.67 BOT155
-20.44 BOT155
-15.57 BOT154
-19.12 BOT154
-15.95 BOTl54
-25.02 BOTH
-25.07 BOTH
-25.16 BOTH
-23.65 BOT167
-18.84 BOT167
-22.76 BOT167
-23.47 BOT167
-23.H BOT167
-13.33 BOTl67
-15.33 BOT167
-12.65 BOT167
-19.70 BOTH
-10.TI BOTll
-10.53 BOTH
-9.92 BOT176
-9.44 BOT176
-9.53 BOT176
-23.17 BOTH
-12.87 BOTH
-12.86 BOTH
-16.35 BOTH
-19.97 BOTH
-18.SS BOTH
-8-73 BOTH
-8-88 BOTH
-8.97 BOTH
-23.79 BOT! 7
-23.20 DOTI 7
-25.87 BOT! 7
-23.95 BOTH
-24.05 BOTH
-23.98 BOTH
-7.H BOTH
-7.20 BOT!!
-27.06 BOTH3
-27.92 BOTH3
-26.96 DOTI 13
-8.85 BOT191
-7.33 BOTl91

# indicates poorly constrained elevations, based on altimeler, rather than benchmarks
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Appendix 2
Raw Data and Corrections
Explanation of Data Fonnat
The gravity data is presented in separate blocks corresponding to the specific day on which it was collected. The min lat, max lat, min long, and max long refer to minimum and maximum limiting values of the
latitude and longitude of the study area in degrees. The minelev and maxelev refer to minimum and maximum
limiting elevations of the stations in feet above sea level. The gravity meter used is a Worden model. The
meter scale factor is the dial constant by which the reading was multiplied to obtain a value in milligals. The
local time is the Eastern time zone and is equal to Greenwich Mean Time minus four or five hours depending on
whether daylight savings time was in effect. The dens 1 and dens 2 refer to the densities used jp the calculation
of the bouguer anomalies. Bouguer anomaly d2 was cali:flated using a density of 2.75 gm/cm . Bouguer anomaly 2.67 was calculated using a density of 2.67 gm/cm . The base meter reading refers to the observation at
the beginning of each collection period. The base gravity value is an absolute calculated by a tie to the
U.S.G.S. base station in Bangor, and our field base station in Lincoln, Maine. The lat, long, and elev specify the
location of the base station. NN is the total number of stations excluding the base readings. Bin and bout refer
to the observations time and date of these observations.

IBOTILE LAKE GRAVITY

base tie

7/10/87

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minlong= fil. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. lDlits= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden I meter scak factor=0.08670 local time-.-gmt- 4 houn densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 optioos=OOIOO
base meter reading= 887.70 base gravity value=980580.76
Obase id = BANG
lat = 44 48.30 loog = 68 46.10 elev = 20.0 rm = I
bin = 887.70 timc(gmt) = 1515 day= 191 year= 1987 tide= 0.171
bout= 886.60 time(gmt) = 1745 day= 191year=1987 tide= 0.161

the next 1 station cards are oorrected for drift at a rate of-0.042 per hour for a total drift of-0.11
station time meter
gmt read.
id

tide drift observed elev latitude longitude thco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

COIT COIT

BOTH 1625 1301.60 0.183 -0.05 980616.71

236.0 45 21.90 68 30.17 980652.09 -13.19 -21.48

-21.24

!AVERAGE BASE TIE
minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. mu.long= 69. 0. minclev= 0. maxelev= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Worden 0 meter scale factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 0 hours densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 optioos=OOlOO
base meter reading= 887.70 base gravity value=980580.76
Obase id = BANG
!11 = 44 48.30 kng = 68 46. to elev = 20.0 no = I
bin = 887.70 time(gmt) = 12 0 day= 195 year= 1987 tide= -0.072
bout= 887.70 time(gmt) = 12 2 day= 195 year= 1987 tide= -0.072

the next 1 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.003 per boor for a tocal drift of 0.00

station time meter tide drift observed elev latiwde longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

BOTH 1201 1302.94 -0.072 0.00 980616.76
7/17/87
!BOTTLE LAKE GRA VlTY sta I tie

236.0 45 21.90 68 30.17 980652.09

-13.13

-21.42 -21.18

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minlong= fil. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. lDlits= feet rof= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours dens1=2.67 dens2=2.75 optims=OOlOO
base meter reading=l310.00 base gravity value=980616.76
Obase id =BOTH lat= 45 21.90 long= 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 nn = I
bin = 1310.00 time(gmt) = 14 0 day= 198 year= 1987 tide = 0.007
bout= 1309.70 time(gmt) = 1430 day = 198 year= 1987 tide= 0.001

the next 1 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of-0.064 per hour for a total drift of-0.03
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station time meter tide drift observed elev Witude longitude thco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt road. corr corr gnvily feet dog min dog min
(1967) onomaly mom d2 anan2.67
BOTOI 1420 1229.80 0.003 -0.02 98060!l.82 293.0 4S 22.61
IBOTILE LAKE GRAVITY winn quad
6/11/87

68 Tl.71 980653.16 -IS.78

-26.07

-25.n

minla""44. 0. maxl11-46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. unils= feet ref., S
gravity meter= Worden I meter scale factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boon dms1=2.67 dms2=2.7S options=OOIOO
base meter roading=1197.IO base gravity value=98060!l.82
Obase id = BOT!
lat= 4S 22.61 loog = 68 27.71 elev= 293.0 on= 3
bin = 1197.10 time(gmt) = IS 0 day= 162 year= 1987 tide = O.IS7
bout= 1193.50 time(gmt) = 1725 day= 162 year= 19g7 tide= 0.169
the next 3 staticm cards are oorrectcd for drift at a rate of-0.124 per boor for a total drift of-0.30
station time meter tide drift
id
gmt read. corr corr

#BOT 2
#BOT 3
BOT 4
IBOTILE

observed elev l.iitude longitude thco.grav hce air bouguer bouguer n
gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

IS22 1368.50 0.167 -0.0S 980624.74 198.S 4S 23.44 68 29.74 980654.41 -11.01 -17.98 -17.78
160S 1174.10 0.179 -0.13 980607.98 324.8 4S 22.76 68 25.81 980653.38 -14.86 -2621 -25.93
1703 116220 0.176 -0.25 980607.07 3S3.0 45 22.62 68 24.S8 980653.17 -12.91 -25.31 -24.9S
LAKE GRAVITY winn quad
6/11/87

I
2
3

minla""44. 0. maxlll=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. unils= feet ref., S
gravity meter= Worden I meter scale factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 houn deml=2.67 dms2=2.7S optioos=OOIOO
base meter reading=l 193.SO base gravity value=980609.82
Ohase id= BOT!
111 = 4S 22.61 loog = 68 27.71elev=293.0 nn = 4
bin = 1193.50 time(gmt) = 1725 day= 162 year= 1987 tide= 0.169
bout= 1196.30 time(gmt) = 1935 day= 162 year= 1987 tide= 0.079
the next 4 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.070 per boor for a total drift of 0.15
station time meter tide drift
id
gmt read. corr corr

BOTS
BOT6
BOT7
BOT 8
IBOTILE

cbserved. elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

1755 1158.60 0.15S 0.04 980606.74 368.0
1815 1071.10 0.143 0.06 980599.12 594.0
1845 1240.30 0.121 0.09 980613.74 4S8.0
1905 1265.20 0.105 0.12 980615.85 456.0
LAKE GRAVITY winn quad
6/11/87

4S 22.42
45 21.77
45 22.05
45 23.SS

68
68
68
68

24.00
17.93
20.16
20.63

98065287 -11.52 -24.45 -24.07
980651.89
3.09 -11.n -17.17
98065231
4.49 -11.S9 -11.13
980654.S8
4.16 -11.86 -11.39

I
2
3
4

minla""44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. uni1s= feet ref., 5
1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local lime=gmt- 4 hours dens1=2.67 dens2=2.7S options=OOIOO
base meter roading=ll96.30 base gravity value=98060!l.82
Obase id =BOT!
lat= 45 22.61 loog = 68 27.71 elev= 293.0 nn = 2
bin = 1196.30 time(gmt) = 193S day= 162 year= 1987 tide= 0.079
bout= 1198.60 time(gmt) = 2138 day= 162 year= 1987 tide= -0.032
gravity meter= Worden

the next 2 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.044 per boor for a total drift of 0.09
station time meter tide drift
id
gmt road. corr corr

observed

gravity

elev latitude longitude thco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
feet dog min dog min
(1967) anomaly ancm d2 anom2.67

#BOT 9 2020 1330.80 0.036 0.03 980621.41 402.1 45 24.28 68 19.89 98065S.68
BOTIO 2100 1421.10 0.000 0.06 980629.17 309.0 45 25.56 68 18.42 980657.61
IBOTILE LAKE GRAVITY winn quad
6/15/87

3.54 -10.58 -10.17
0.62 -10.23 -9.92

I
2

minlat=44. 0. maxlll=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. max!oog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. uni1s= feet ref., 5
gravity meter= Worden
1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn dens1=2.67 den12=2.7S options=OOIOO
base meter reading=l423.70 base gravity valuc=980629.17
Ohase id= BOTIO lat= 45 25.56 loog = 68 18.42 elev= 309.0 nn = 3
bin = 1423.70 time(gmt) = 13 0 day = 166 year= 1987 tide = -0.062
bout = 1423.60 time(gmt) = 1515 day = 166 year= 1987 tide= 0.009
the next 3 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.028 per hour for a total drift of 0.06
1tat.ion time meter
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tide drift

observed

elev 1.iitude longitude tbeo.gnv free air bouguer bouguer

n

id

gmt read.

BOT12 1335
BOT13 1355
BOTl4 1440
!BOTTLE LAKE

corr corr

gravity

feet deg min deg min

(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

1427.40 -0.048 0.02 980629.49 307.0 45 Z/.00 68 20.35 980659.78
1485.60 -0.039 0.03 980634.53 232.0 45 28.45 68 22.25 980661.97
1371.20 -0.013 0.05 980624.62 371.0 45 24.96 68 14.27 980656.70
GRAVITY winn quad
6/15/87

m-.

-1.42 -12.20 -11.89
-5.61 -13.76 -13.53
2.81 -10.22 -9.84

I
2
3

minla~. 0.
0. minloog= (ii. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minc1ev= 0. muelev= 1000. units= feet rd'= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon dmsl=2.67 dcns2=2.7S option.1=00100
base meter roading=1423.60 base gra.;ty valuc=980629.17
Obasc id= BOTIO lat= 45 25.56 loog = 68 18.42 clcv = 309.0 nn = 4

bin = 1423.60 timc(gmt) = 1515 day= 166 year= 1987 tide= 0.009
bout= 1421.50 timc(gmt) = 1715 day= 166 year= 1987 tide= 0.083
the next 4 station cards arc corrected fOI' drift at a rate of-0.054 per hour for a tota1 drift of-0.11
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bougucr n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly llllOlll d2 mom2.67

#BOT15 1540
#BOT16 1600
BOT!? 1620
#BOT18 1655
!BOTTLE LAKE

1323.50
1354.10
1300.10
12n.20

0.025 -0.02 980620.53 424.4
0.038 -0.04 980623.21 367.3
0.051 -0.06 980618.56 408.0
0.072 -0.09 980616.20 405.0
GRAVITY winn/sprin quad
6/15/87

45 24.14
45 23.53
45 21.61
45 22.02

68 17.93
68 17.75
68 17.20
68 18.52

980655.47
980654.55
980651.65
980652.Z/

4.98 -9.93
3.21 -9.69
5.28 -9.05
2.02 -12.21

-9.50
-9.32

I
2

-8.63

3

-11.80

4

minla~. 0. mulat=46. 0. minloog= (ii. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minc1ev= 0. maxclcv= 1000. units= feet
rd'= 5
gravity mcter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours dco.sl=2.67 dc:ns2=2.7S optioos::00100
base meter roading=1421.50 base gra.;ty valuc=980629.17
Obase id = BOTIO lat= 45 25.56 long= 68 18.42 clcv = 309.0 nn = 3

bin = 1421.50 timc(gmt) = 1715 day= 166 year= 1987 tide= 0.083
bout= 1421.10 timc(gmt) = 1920 day= 166 year= 1987 tide= 0.118

the next 3 station cards are corrcctc:d for drift at a rate of 0.001 per hour for a total drift of 0.00
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravily feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67
#BOT19 1740
BOT20 1815
#BOT21 1835
!BOTTLE LAKE

1299.30 0.095 0.00 980618.59
1253.50 O.lOg 0.00 980614.63
1248.20 0.113 0.00 980614.17
GRAVITY

apringficld quad

405.7 45 22.47 68 17.22 980652.95
480.0 45 20.75 68 18.12 98065035
4143 45 20.30 68 18.83 980649.(il
6/15/87

3.79 -10.46 -10.04 I
9.42 -7.44 -6.95 2
3.46 -11.09 -10.67 3

~-

0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= (ii. 0. muloog= 69. 0. minc1ev= 0. muelev= 1000. units= feet rd'= 5
gn.;ty meter= WOiden I meter sealc foctor=ll.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boon dend=2.67 dens2=2.75 optioos=OOIOO

base meter reading=1421.10 base gravity value=980629.17

Obasc id= BOTIO lat= 45 25.56 long= 68 18.42 clcv = 309.0 DD= 3
bin = 1421.10 timc(gmt) = 1920 day= 166 year= 1987 tide= 0.118
bout= 1421.80 timc(gmt) = 2120 day= 166 year= 1987 tide= 0.090
the next 3 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.016 per hour for a total drift of 0.03
station time meter tide drift
gmt read. corr corr
id

#BOT22 1955
BOT23 2015
BOT24 2030
!BOTTLE LAKE

observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

1324.40 0.117 0.01 980620.77 390.5 45 21.90 68 15.56 980652.09
1272.50 0.113 0.01 980616.27 464.0 45 22.54 68 13.52 980653.05
1362.10 0.109 0.02 980624.03 352.0 45 23.75 68 13.89 980654.88
GRAVITY winn/sapooac quads
7/01/87

5.41 -8.31
6.85 -9.45
2.25 -10.11

-7.91
-8.98
-9.75

I
2
3

minla~.

0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= (ii. 0. muloog= 69. 0. minclev= 0. muelev= 1000. tmits= feet rd'= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=().08670 local time=gmt· 4 houn densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 optims=OOlOO
base meter reading=l290.30 base gravity value=980616.76
Obasc id = BOT! I lat = 45 21.90 long = 68 30.17 clcv = 236.0 DD = 4
bin = 1290.30 time(gmt) = 1255 day= 182 year= 1987 tide= -0.040
bout= 1290.10 timc(gmt) = 2145 day = 182 year= 1987 tide= 0.037
the next 4 station cards arc c:orrected for drift at a rate of 0.007 per hour for a total drift of 0.06
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ltation time meter tide drift obscrwd elev latitude longitude tbeo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt ....i. corr corr gravny feet dog min dog min
(1967) anomaly llllODl d2 anom2.67
BOT17
BOT17
BOT17
BOT17
IBOTILE

1330
1540
1840
2115
LAKE

1307.50 -0.034 0.00 980618.25 408.0
1307.80 0.008 0.02 980618.31 408.0
1306.30 0.065 0.04 980618.21 408.0
1308.30 0.048 0.06 980618.35 408.0
GRAVITY springfield quad
6123/87

45
45
45
45

21.61
21.61
21.61
21.61

68
68
68
68

17.20
17.20
17.20
17.20

980651.65
980651.65
980651.65
980651.65

4.97
5.03
4.93
5.07

-9.36
-9.31
-9.40
-9.26

-8.94
-8.89
-8.98
-8.84

I
2
3
4

minlat=44. 0. mulal=46. 0. minloog= DI. O. llllllllong= 69. 0. minelcv= 0. mue1cv= 1000. unils= feet ref= S
gravity mct<r= Worden I meter IClle fllClor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 hours dms1=2.67 dms2=2.75 opticns=OOIOO
hue meter reading=l305.40 hue gravity value=980618.28
Obase id= BOT17 lat= 45 21.61 lcng = 68 17.20 elev= 408.0 nn = 6
bin = 1305.40 time(gmt) = 1325 day= 174 year= 1987 tide= 0.108
bout= 1304.30 time(gmt) = 1540 day= 174 year= 1987 tide= 0.135

the next 6 station cards arc corrected for drift at a rate of-0.030 per hour for a total drift of-0.(Jl
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude lhco.grav free air booguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 ancm2.67
BOT25 1345
#BOT26 1410
BOT27 1430
BOT28 1445
BOT29 ISOS
BOT30 ISIS
IBOTILE LAKE

1293.00 0.117 -0.01 980617.22 454.0
1380.60 0.127 -0.02 980624.84 355.9
1292.40 0.132 -0.03 980617.21 449.0
1206.70 0.135 -0.04 980609.79
1241.10 0.136 -0.05 980612.78 522.0
1194.70 0.136 -0.06 980608.77 601.0
GRAVITY springfield quad
6123/87

sss.o

45 23.47
45 24.45
45 23.61
45 23.76
45 24.30
45 25.38

68 10.61
68 II. IS
68 9.25
68 8.02
68 8.04
68 6.46

980654.46
980655.93
980654.DI
980654.89
980655. 71
980657.34

S.46 -10.48 -10.02
2.38
4.77
7.09
6.17
7.95

-10.12
-11.00
-12.41
-12.17
-13.16

-9.76
-10.54
-11.84
-11.64

-12.SS

I
2
3
4

s

6

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= DI. O. lllllllloog= 69. 0. minelcv= 0. maxelev= 1000. lDlih= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Worden I meter IClle fllClor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours dms1=2.67 dms2=2.75 options=OOIOO
base meter rcading=1304.30 base gravity value=980618.28
Obasc id= BOT17 lat= 45 21.61 long= 68 17.20 elev= 408.0 on= 4
bin = 1304.30 time(gmt) = 1540 day= 174 year= 1987 tide= 0.135
bout = 1302.80 time(gmt) = 1740 day = 174 year= 1987 tide= 0.084

the next 4 station cards arc corrcctcd for drift at a rate of-0.090 per hour for a total drift of-0.18
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bou.guer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravny feet dog min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67
BOT31 1615
BOT32 1635
BOT33 1655
BOT34 1715
IBOTILE LAKE

1352.10 0.126 -0.0S 980622.47 400.0
1325.20 0.118 -0.08 980620.16 449 .0
1275.00 0.109 -0.11 980615.83 534.0
1217.20 0.098 -0.14 980610.84 622.0
GRAVITY springfield quad
6123/87

45 'JfJ.67
45 '1:1.20
45 28.69
45 29.49

68
68
68
68

7.01 980659.28
6.32 980660.08
S.11 980662.33
4.73 980663.54

0.80 -13.25
2.30 -13.47
3.72 -15.04
S.19 -16.06

-12.84
-13.01
-1450
-15.42

I
2
3
4

minlat=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. minloog= DI. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. mine1cv= 0. mue1cv= 1000....Us= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor::0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours densl=2.67 dens2=2.7S options=OOlOO
base meter rcading=1302.80 base gravity value=980618.28
Obasc id= BOTl7 lat= 45 21.61 long= 68 17.20 elev= 408.0 nn = 4
bin = 1302.80 time(gmt) = 1740 day= 174 year= 1987 tide= 0.084
bout= 1305.90 time(gmt) = 1940 day= 174 year= 1987 tide= -0.001

the next 4 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.092 per hour for a total drift of 0.18
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude tbco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravny feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67
BOT35 1820
BOT36 1835
BOT37 1855
#BOT38 1915
IBOTILE LAKE

1444.50 0.056 0.06 980630.48 374.0
1356.70 0.046 0.08 980622.83 453.0
1350.50 0.031 0.12 980622.25 399.0
1347.30 0.017 0.15 980621.92 407 .7
GRAVITY springfield quad
6123/87

45 29.80 68 7.36 980664.00
45 '1:/.85 68 8.57 980661.06
45 26.31 68 7.32 980658.74
45 25.27 68 8.24 980657 .17

1.64 -11.49 -II.II
4.37 -1154 -11.08
1.03 -12.98 -12.58
3.10 -11.23 -10.81

I
2
3
4

minlat=44. 0. maxlat--46. 0. minloog= DI. O. lllllllloog= 69. 0. minclcv= 0. maxelev= 1000. lDlih= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=Cl.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours densl=2.67 dens2=2.7S op.ions=OOlOO
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base meter reading=130S.90 hue gravity valuc=980618.28
Obasc id= BOTl7 lat= 45 21.611ong = 68 17.20 c1cv = 408.0 nn = 4
bin = 1305.90 timc(gmt) = 1940 day= 174 year= 1987 tide= -0.001
bout = 1304.80 timc(gmt) = 2150 day = 174 year = 1987 tide = -0.068
the next 4 station cards arc corrcctcd for drift at a rate of-0.075 per hour for a total drift of-0.16
station time meter

id

gmt read.

BOT39 2025
BOT40 2045
BOT41 2105
BOT42 2120
IBOTILE LAKE

tide drift observed elev latiwdc longitude thco.grav free air bougucr bougucr n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) aoomaly anom d2 an<m2.67

1063.90 -0.030 -0.06 980597.33
1091.90 -0.041 -0.08 980599.77
1080.60 -0.051 -0.11 980598.80
1093.00 -0.057 -0.13 980599.89
GRAVITY winn/saponac quads

754.0
643.0
561.0
472.0

45 23.95
45 21.98
45 21.68
45 21.34

68
68
68
68

7.15
5.65
4.49
3.80

980655.18
98065221
980651.75
980651.24

13.05
8.03
0.37
-6.96

-13.43 -12.66
-14.56 -13.90
-19.SS -18.97
-23.54 -23.06

I
2
3
4

6/UJ/87

minlat=44. 0. mulat.=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. mu.long= 69. 0. minclcv= 0. maxelcv= 1000. units= feet

ref= S
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours dcns1=2.67 dcns2=2.75 options=00100
base meter reading=1304.10 base gravity valuc=980618.28

Obasc id= BOT17 lat= 45 21.61 long= 68 17.20 c1cv = 408.0 nn = 2
bin = 1304.10 time(gmt) = 1649 day= 177 year= 1987 tide= 0.149
bout= 1305.30 time(gmt) = 19 7 day= 177 year= 1987 tide= 0.100
the next 2 station cards are corrected for drift al a rate of 0.024 per hour for a total drift of 0.05

station time meter

id

gmt read.

tide drift observed elev latiwdc longitude thco.grav free air bouguer bougucr n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 an<m2.67

BOT43 1740 1060.30 0.142 0.02 980597.12 554.0 45 20.74 68 23.56 980650.34
BOT44 1816 1103.20 0.129 0.03 980600.81 SSl.O 45 20.34 68 21.96 980649.73
IBOTILE LAKE GRAVITY winn/saponac quads
6/UJ/87

-1.12 -20.58
2.89 -16.47

-20.02
-15.90

I

2

minlat=44. 0. maxlat-46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. mu.long= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxclcv= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon dms1=2.61 dcns2=2.7S optioos=00100
base meter reading=130530 base gravity value=980618.28
Obase id= BOT17 lat= 45 21.61 loog = 68 17.20 c1cv = 408.0 nn = 7

bin = 1305.30 timc(gmt) = 19 7 day= 177 year= 1987 tide= 0.100
bout = 1306.40 time(gmt) = 2219 day = 177 year= 1987 tide= -0.038
the next 7 station cards arc corrected for drift al a rate of.-0.013 per hour for a total drift of-0.04
station time meter

id

gmt read.

#BOT45 1958
#BOT46 2018
#BOT47 2033
#BOT48 2050
#BOT49 2122
#BOT50 2134
#BOTS! 2150
IBOTILE LAKE

tide drift observed elev latiwdc longitude theo.grav free air bougucr bougucr n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) aoomaly anom d2 an<m2.67

989.50 0.064 -0.01 980590.87
976.20 0.048 -0.02 980589.71
1045.70 0.037 -0.02 980595.73
780.70 0.023 -0.02 98057274
995.30 -0.001 -0.03 980591.33
1022.30 -0.009 -0.03 980593.67
951.70 -0.020 -0.04 980587.54
GRAVITY winn/saponac quads

541.2
533.7
395.0
746.1
342.S
324.9
417.4

45 17.95
45 17.65
45 17.23
45 16.26
45 13.70
45 14.10
45 14.96

68 18.02
68 17.74
68 18.25
68 18.47
68 18.06
68 17.65
68 18.31

980646.13
980645.68
980645.04
980643.58
980639.72
98064o.32
980641.62

-4.36
-5.77
-12.17
-0.67
-16.17
-16.10
-14.83

-23.37
-24.52
-26.04
-26.88
-28.21
-27.51
-29.49

-22.82 I
-23.98 2
-25.64 3
-26.12 4
-27.86

s

-27.18
-29.06

6
7

6/UJ/87

minlat=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxclev= 1000. unit<= feet

ref= S

gravity meter= Worden

1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn dens1=2.67 dens2=2.75 optims=OOlOO
base meter reading=l306.40 base gravity value=980618.28

Obase id= BOT17 lat= 45 21.61 loog = 68 17.20 elev= 408.0 nn = S
bin = 1306.40 time(gmt) = 2219 day= 177 year= 1987 tide= -0.038
bout= 1307.50 time(gmt) = 111 day= 178 year= 1987 tide= -0.080
the next S station cards arc corrected for drift at a
station time meter
id
gmt read.

tide drift observed
COIT COIT

gravity

rate

of 0.018 per hour for a total drift of O.OS

elev latitude longitude thco.grav free air bougucr bouguer n
deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 ancm2.67

feet

#BOTS2 2256 1081.50 -0.056 0.01 980598.75
#BOTS3 2313 1144.10 -0.063 0.02 980604.17

575.4 45 20.38 68 2230 980649.79
462.3 45 20.06 68 21.09 980649.31

3.07 -17.14 -16.56
-1.67 -17.91 -17.44

I
2

29

#BOTS4 2329 1161.60 -0.068 0.02 980605.67 '3Ul.7 45 18.95 68 21.00 980647.64 -13.03 -23.83 -23.52 3
BOTS5 2349 1135.30 -0.073 0.03 980603.38 295.0 45 18.16 68 20.02 980646.44 -15.32 -25.68 -25.38 4
BOTS6 35 1072.10 -0.080 0.04 980597.88 295.0 45 17.20 68 20.80 980645.00 -19.37 -29.73 -29.43 5
IBOTILE LAKE GRAVITY winn quad
6f29m
minlat=44. 0. mula1=46. 0. minloog= 01. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. muelev= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon dens1=2.67 de:ns2=2.7S optiona=<X>lOO
base meter rcading=1287.60 base gravity value=980616.76
Obaseid=BOTll lat= 4521.901oog= 6830.17clev=236.0nn= 3
bin = 1287.60 timc(gmt) = 1625 day= 180 year= 1987 tide= 0.083
bout = 1287.30 timc(gmt) = 2130 day = 180 year= 1987 tide= 0.044
the next 3 station cards arc corrected for drift a a rate of-0.013 per hour for a total drift of-0.06

station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude thco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt ....i. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67
BOTS1 1650 988.70 0.094 -0.01 980590.86
BOTS1 1850 988.30 0.112 -0.03 980590.87
BOTS1 2110 988.10 0.056 -0.06 980590.83

IBOTILE LAKE GRAVITY

winn quad

459.0 45 19.30 68 29.15 980648.16 -14.14 -30.26 -29.79
459.0 45 19.30 68 29.15 980648.16 -14.13 -30.25 -29.78
459.0 45 19.30 68 29.15 980648.16 -14.17 -30.30 -29.83
6f29m

I
2
3

minlat=44. 0. maxlot-46. 0. minlong= 01. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. muelev= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scalc factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boon clensl=2.67 deo.12::.2.7S opticna=OOIOO
base meter reading= 988.70 base gravity valuc=980590.SS
Obase id= BOT57 lat= 45 19.301008 = 68 29.15 elev= 459.0 nn = 3
bin = 988.70 timc(gmt) = 1650 day = 180 year= 1987 tide= 0.094
bout= 988.30 timc(gmt) = 1850 day= 180 year= 1987 tide= 0.112
the next 3 station cards are ooncctcd for drift at a rate of-0.008 per hour for a total drift of-0.02

station time meter

id

gmt ....i.

#BOT58 1720
BOTS9 1735
BOT60 1820
IBOTILE LAKE

tide drift observed elev latitude longiblde thco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
corr corr graYily feet deg min deg min
(1967) aoontaly lttOnt d2 ltt0nt2.67

965.20 0.104 0.00 980588.83 469.7 45 18.49 68 29.86 980646.94 -13.94 -30.44 -29.96
1001.10 0.108 -0.01 980591.95 351.0 45 17.58 68 29.52 980645.57 -20.62 -32.95 -32.59
998.00 0.113 -0.01 980591.69 351.0 45 18.20 68 27.46 980646.51 -21.81 -34.14 -33.78
GRAVITY winn quad
6f29m

I
2
3

minlat=44. 0. m•xlat=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. mine1ev= 0. maxelev= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 IOCll timc=gmt- 4 boun dens1=2.67 dens2=2.7S options=OOIOO

base meter reading= 988.30 base gravity vlll.uc=980590.8S
Obase id= BOT57 lat= 45 19.30 loog = 68 29.15 elev= 459.0 nn = 4
bin = 988.30 timc(gmt) = 1850 day= 180 year= 1987 tide= 0.112

bout= 988.10 timc(gmt) = 2110 day= 180 year= 1987 tide= 0.056
the next 4 lltalion cards are corrected for drift at a rate of-0.031 per boor for a total drift of-O.f17
station time meter

id

gmt ....i.

BOT61 1910
BOT62 1935
#BOT63 2010
BOT64 2040
IBOTILE LAKE

tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
corr corr graYily feet deg min deg min
(1967) aoontaly anom d2 anom2.67

897.60 0.109 -0.01 980582.99 451.0 45 16.87 68 26.52
1007.30 0.102 -0.02 980592.SI 369.0 45 15.98 68 24.59
1051.30 0.088 -0.04 980596.33 385.6 45 16.34 68 21.89
905.40 0.073 -0.06 980583.68 514.0 45 16.53 68 24.18
GRAVITY winn/sap/linc quads 6/30/87

980644.SO
980643.16
980643.70
980643.99

-19.09 -34.94 -34.47 I
-15.94 -28.91 -28.53 2
-II.II -24.65 -24.26 3
-11.97 -30.02 -29.50 4

minlat=44. 0. maxllt=46. 0. minlong= 01. 0. mlxioog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxclev= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden
1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt· 4 houn de:n11=2.67 de:ns2=2.7S optioos=OOIOO
base meter reading=l290.00 base gravity vlllue=980616.76

Obasc id= BOT!! lat= 45 21.90 loog = 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 nn = 4
bin = 1290.00 time(gmt) = 1415 day= 181 year= 1987 tide= -0.013
bout = 1288.70 timc(gmt) = 2245 day = 181 year= 1987 tide= 0.006
the next 4 station cards are oorrected for drift at a rate of-0.011 per hour for a total drift of-0.00
station time meter

30

tide drift

observed

elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer

n

id

gmt read.

BOT6S
BOT6S
BOT6S
BOT6S
IBOTILE

1440
165S
1920
2230
LAKE

corr corr

gravity

feet deg min deg min

120S.20 -0.001 0.00 980609.42 332.0
1204.80 0.066 -0.03 980609.48 332.0
120S.70 0.091 -0.06 980609.61 332.0
1203.70 O.otS -0.09 980609.40 332.0
GRA VI1Y lincoln quad
6/30/87

4S
4S
4S
4S

21.31
21.31
21.31
21.31

(1967) ancmaly mom d2 anan2.67
68
68
68
68

30.54
30.54
30.S4
30.54

98065120
98065120
980651.20
980651.20

-10.SS
-10.49
-10.36
-10.S8

-22.21
-22.16
-22.03
-22.24

-21.87
-21.82
-21.69
-21.90

I
2
3
4

minlat=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. muloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= WOiden I meter scale foctor=(J.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn denst=2.67 dens2=2.7S opioos=OOIOO
base meter reading=1205.20 base gravity value=9806C9.48
Obase id= BOT6S lat= 4S 21.31 loog = 68 30.54 elev= 332.0 nn = 3
bin = 120S.20 time(gmt) = 1440 day= 181 year= 1987 tide= -0.001
bout = 1204.80 time(gmt) = t65S day = 181 year= 1987 tide= 0.066
the next 3 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.014 per hour for a total drift of 0.03

station time meter tide drift observed c1cv latitude loogitude thco.grav free air bougucr bougucr n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

#BOT66 ISOO
BOT67 !SSS
BOT68 1625
IBOTILE LAKE

122120 0.010 0.00 980610.87 225.0 4S 20.86 68 29.IS 980650.52 -18.49 -26.39 -26.16
113S.20 0.038 0.02 980603.43 27S.O 45 20.03 68 25.77 980649.27 -19.97 -29.63 -29.3S
1171.90 0.0S3 0.03 980606.62 222.0 45 20.39 68 26.82 980649.81 -22.31 -30.11 -29.88
GRA VI1Y sapooac quad
6/30/87

I
2
3

minlo~.

0. mula1=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. muloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= WOiden I meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn densl=2.67 dens2=2.7S opiooa=OOIOO
base meter reading=1204.80 base gravity value=9806Ql).48
Obase id = BOT6S lat = 4S 21.31 loog = 68 30.54 elev = 332.0 nn = 2
bin = 1204.80 time(gmt) = 165S day= 181 year= 1987 tide= 0.066
bout = 120S.70 time(gmt) = 1920 day = 181 year= 1987 tide= 0.091
the next 2 station cards arc corrected for drift at a rate of 0.043 per hour for a total drift of 0.10
station time meter tide drift observed elev latiwde longitude thco.grav free air bougucr bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly IUlOll1 d2 moml.67

BOT69 1820 907.80 0.091 0.06 980583.69 54S.O 45 14.23 68 24.90 980640.S2
#BOT70 1845 874.80 0.093 0.08 980S80.82 620.0 45 1320 68 25.24 980638.96
IBOTILE LAKE GRAVI1Y winn quad
6/30/87

-S.51 -24.71 -24.16
0.16 -21.62 -20.99

I
2

minlo~.

0. mulat=46. 0. min1oog= 67. 0. mulong= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. tmits= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= WOiden I meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 opioos=OOIOO
base meter reading=120S.70 base gravity value=980609.48
Obase id = BOT65 lat = 4S 21.31 loog = 68 30.54 elev = 332.0 nn = 4
bin = 120S.70 time(gmt) = 1920 day= 181year=1987 tide= 0.091
bout= 1203.70 time(gmt) = 2230 day= 181 year= 1987 tide= 0.015
the next 4 llalion cards are oorrected for drift at a rate of-0.079 per hour for a total drift of-0.25
station time
id
gmt

DlCler tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bougucr bougucr n
reacl. corr corr gnvity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 an<nl2.67

BOT71 19SS
BOT72 2035
#BOT73 20SS
#BOT74 2150
IBOTILE LAKE

1024.70 0.085 -0.05 980593.83
1033.70 0.073 -0.10 980594.65
1089.60 0.064 -0.12 980S99.51
1104.00 0.037 -0.20 980600.81
GRAVI1Y winn/saponac quad

311.0 4S 16.42
312.0 4S 14.4S
287.6 4S 13.91
314.8 4S 12.96
7/01/87

68 24.9S
68 27 .42
68 27.53
68 26.SI

980643.82 -20.7S -31.67 -31.3S
980640.8S -16.86 -27.82 -27.50
98064o.03 -13.47 -23.S8 -23.28
980638.60 -8.19 -19.25 -18.93

I
2
3
4

minlat=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. muloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. moaelev= 1000. tmits= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Worden
1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn densl=2.67 den12=2.7S opticns=OOlOO
base meter reading=1307.SO base gravity value=980618.28

Obase id= BOT17 lat= 45 21.61 long= 68 17.20 elev= 408.0 nn = 3
bin = 1307.SO time(gmt) = 1330 day= 182 year= 1987 tide= -0.034
bout = 1307.80 time(gmt) = IS40 day = 182 year= 1987 tide= 0.008
the next 3 station cards are corrected for drift at a ntc of 0.031 per hour for a total drift of 0.07

31

station time meter tide drift observed elev latilude longitude theo.gnv free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gnvily feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anooil.67
#BOT75 1405
#BOTI6 1430
#BOTI7 1455
IBOTILE LAKE

1264.10 -0.025 0.02 980614.51
122330 -0.017 O.Q3 980610.96
1170.50 -0.009 0.04 980606.38
ORAVITY wUm/uponac quad

296.2 45 19.59 68 13.28 980648.60 -6.24 -16.64 -16.34
291.2 45 18.82 68 13.45 980647.44 -9.09 -19.32 -19.02
303.7 45 18.13 68 13.03 980646.40 -11.46 -22.12 -21.81
7/01/ffl

1
2
3

minla"'44. 0. maxlu=46. 0. nllnlona= 67. 0. mnlong= 69. o. minoicv= 0. mudev= 1000. unih= feet m= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter aca1e factor=0.08670 locll time=gmt- 4 boun den.11~67 dms2=2.7S opticn.1=00100
base meter reading=1300 .80 bue gravity value=980618.28
Obase id= BOT17 lat= 45 21.61 lcng = 68 17.20 ei.v = 408.0 nn = 3
bin = 1307.80 timc(gmt) = 1540 day= 182 year= 1987 tide= 0.008
bout = 1306.30 timc(gmt) = 1840 day = 182 year= 1987 tide= 0.065
the next 3 station cards are corrected for drift It a rate of-0.024 per hour for a total drift of-0.07

station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) ancmaly anom d2 anom2.67
BOTI8 1615
BOTI9 1705
#BOT80 1745
lBOTILE LAKE

1315.30 0.022 -0.01 980618.96
1111.90 0.041 -0.03 98060136
107630 0.054 -0.05 980598.31
ORAVITY wUm/sapooac quad

5.95 -7.82 -7.42 1
392.0 45 20.43 68 14.36 980649.87
336.0 45 18.04 68 8.95 980646.26 -1330 -25.11 -24.76 2
340.3 45 16.26 68 5.73 980643.58 -13.27 -25.22 -24.88 3
7/01/ffl

minlat=44. 0. mulal=46. 0. nllnlona= 67. 0. mulona= 69. 0. minoicv= 0. mudev= 1000. unih= feet ..f= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter aca1e factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boon dms1=2.67 dms2=2.7S opticns=OOlOO
base meter reading=1306.30 base gravity value=980618.28
Obase id= BOT17 lat= 45 21.61 ltng = 68 17.20 elov = 408.0 on= 2
bin = 1306.30 timc(gmt) = 1840 day= 182 year= 1987 tide= 0.065
bout= 1308.30 timc(gmt) = 2115 day= 182 year= 1987 tide= 0.048
the next 2 station cards are corrected for drift It a rate of 0.060 per hour fm a total drift of 0.16
station time meter tide drift observed elov latitude J.oogitude tbeo.grav free air bougucr bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 ancm2.67

#BOT81 2015 1136.80 0.064 0.10 980603.49 314.9 45 1735 68 8.95 980645.22 -12.12 -23.18 -22.86
#BOT82 2045 990.80 0.057 0.13 980590.79 426.2 45 16.17 68 16.26 980643.44 -12.57 -27.54 -27.11
IBOTILE LAKE ORAVITY spring/saaggly quads 7/02/87

1
2

minla"'44. 0. maxlu=46. 0. minion&= 67. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minelov= 0. maxclev= 1000. unih= feet ..f= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boon dens1=2.67 dens2=2.7S opioos=OOIOO
base meter reading=1292.30 base gravity value=980616.76
Obase id= BOTll lat= 45 21.90 lon8 = 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 nn = 6
bin = 1292.30 timc(gmt) = 1245 day= 183 year= 1987 tide= -0.025
bout= 1295.50 timc(gmt) = 055 day= 184 year= 1987 tide= -0.044
the next 6 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.021 per hour for a total drift of 0.26
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anmnl.67

BOT28 1320 1214.10 -0.025 0.01 980609.97 555.0 45 23.75
BOT28 1520 1215.50 -0.010 0.05 980610.06 555.0 45 23.75
BOT28 1625 1213.30 0.004 0.08 980609.86 555.0 45 23.75
BOT28 1855 1214.40 0.037 0.13 980609.94 555.0 45 23.75
BOT28 2105 1215.10 0.034 0.18 980609.95 555.0 45 23.75
BOT28 25 1217.50 -0.034 0.25 980610.02 555.0 45 23.75
IBOTILE LAKE ORAVITY spring/scraggly quads 7/fY1J87

68
68
68
68
68
68

8.01
8.01
8.01
8.01
8.01
8.01

980654.88
980654.88
980654.88
980654.88
980654.88
980654.88

7.28
7.38
7.18
7.25
7.27
7.33

-12.21
-12.12
-12.32
-12.24
-12.23
-12.16

-11.65 1
-11.55 2
-11.75 3
-11.68 4
-11.66 5
-11.59 6

minla"'44. 0. maxlu=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. muloog= 69. 0. minoicv= 0. maxclev= 1000. nnits= feet m= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boon densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 options=OOlOO
base meter reading=l214.10 base gravity value---980609.97
Obase id = BOT28 lat = 45 23.75 loog = 68 8.01 elev = 555.0 nn = 3
bin = 1214.10 time(gmt) = 1320 day= 183 year= 1987 tide= -0.025
bout = 1215.50 timc(gmt) = 1520 day= 183 year= 1987 tide= -0.010

32

the next 3 station cards arc conec:led for drift at a rate of 0.068 per hour for a total drift of 0.14
station time

id

-

meter

read.

BOT83 1350
BOT84 1425
#BOT85 1445
IBOTT!Jl LAKE

tide drift obael\'ed elev latilude loogitwlc theo.grav free air booguer bouguer n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) ancmaly aoom d2 ananl.67

1196.50 -0.023 0.03 980608.41 299.0 45 20.89 68 3.22 980650.56 -14.03 -24.54 -24.23
1065.20 -0.019 0.1!1 980596.99 502.0 45 21.46 68 2.35 980651.42 -722 -24.86 -24.34
1131.20 -0.017 0.10 980602.69 428.1 45 21.99 68 1.72 980652.22 -9:rl -2431 -23.87
GRAVITY spring/scnggly qwuh 7/02%1

1
2
3

max1..-.

minlat:44. 0.
0. minloog= 51. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. muelev= 1000. ...Us= feet rof= 5
gravity melel= Worden 1 meter scale faclOl'=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 hours dmsl=l.67 dens2=2.75 optioos=00100
base meter reading=1215.50 base gravity value=98060'J.97
Obase id = BOT28 lat = 45 23.75 long = 68 8.01 elev = 555.0 nn = I
bin = 1215.50 time(gmt) = 1520 day= 183 year= 1987 tide= -0.010
bout = 1213.30 time(gmt) = 1625 day = 183 year= 1987 tide= 0.004
the next 1 station cards are oorrected for drift at a rate of-0.162 per hour for a total drift of-0.18
station time

id

meter

gmt read.

tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) onomaly anom d2 ananl.51

BOT86 1545 1152.10 -0.005 -0.07 980604.55 298.0 45 19.06 68 4.00 980647.80 -15.23
IBOTT!Jl LAKE GRAVITY spring/scnggly qwuh 7/02%1

-25.70 -25.39

minlat=44. 0. maxl..-. 0. minlong= 51. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. units= feet rd= 5
gravity meter= Wonlen 1 meter scale foctor=(J.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn denal=2.67 dcns2=2.75 options=OOlOO
base meter reading=1213.30 base gravity value=980609.97
Obase id = BOT28 lat= 45 23.75 loog = 68 8.01 elev= 555.0 nn = 3
bin = 1213.30 time(gmt) = 1625 day= 183 year= 1987 tide= 0.004
bout= 1214.40 time(gmt) = 1855 day= 183 year= 1987 tide= 0.037
the next 3 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of O.OSl per hour for a total drift of 0.13
station time
id
gmt

meter

reacl.

BOT87 1700
BOT88 1750
BOT89 1815
IBOTT!Jl LAKE

tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bougucr bouguer n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

1124.50 0.014 0.03 980602.25 304.0 45 17.88 68 3.85 980646.02 -15.18 -25.86 -25.55
1111.90 0.026 0.07 980601.13 336.0 45 17.98 68 6.56 980646.17 -13.45 -25.25 -24.91
1075.60 0.031 0.09 980597.96 401.0 45 18.54 68 6.35 980647.02 -1134 -25.43 -25.02
GRAVITY spring/scnggly qwuh 7!02%1

I
2
3

minlat:44. 0. maxlat-46. 0. minlong= 51. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. units= feet rd= 5
gravity meter= Wonlen 1 meier scale foctor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 optioos=OOIOO
base meter reading=1214.40 base gravity value=980609.97

Obase id = BOT28 lat = 45 23.75 loog = 68 8.01 elev = 555.0 nn = 4
bin = 1214.40 time(gmt) = 1855 day= 183 year= 1987 tide= 0.037
bout = 1215.10 time(gmt) = 21 5 day= 183 ycor = 1987 tide= 0.034
the next 4 station cards are corrected f<r drift at a rate of 0.027 per hour for a total drift of 0.06
station time meter tide drift
id
gmt read. corr corr

BOT90 1945
BOT91 2030
BOT92 2040
BOT93 2050
IBOTT!Jl LAKE

observed
gravity

elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

feet

972.30 0.041 0.02 980588.96 873.0 45 25.97
1147.60 0.039 0.04 980604.14 654.0 45 26.94
1148.60 0.038 0.05 980604.22 690.0 45 28.01
1123.70 0.036 0.05 980602.05 725.0 45 27.69
GRAVITY spring/scraggly quads 1/02%1

68
68
68
68

1.23
0.86
2.16
3.34

980658.23
980659.69
980661.30
980660.82

12.83
5.95
7.80
9.41

-17.84
-17.02
-16.43
-16.06

-16.94
-16.35
-15.73
-15.31

I
2
3
4

minlat:44. 0. maxi..-. 0. minlong= 51. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxeiev= 1000. unils= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Wonlen I meter scale foctor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 optioos=OOIOO
base meter reoding=1215.10 base gravity value=98060'J.97
Obase id= BOT28 lat= 45 23.75 loog = 68 8.01 elev= 555.0 nn = 6
bin = 1215.10 time(gmt) = 21 5 day= 183 year= 1987 tide = 0.034
bout= 1217.50 time(gmt) = 025 day= 184 year= 1987 tide= -0.034

33

the next 6 station cards arc corrected fOI' drift at a rate of 0.042 per hour for a total drift of 0.14
station time meter tide drift observed elev 1atiJ:ude longiwde theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anooi2.67

BOT94 2125
BOT95 2150
BOT96 2225
BOT97 2300
BOT98 2315
BOT99 2335
IBOITLE LAKE

1153.60 0.030 0.01 980604.62
996.60 0.023 0.03 980590.98
1162.30 0.012 0.06 980605.31
1000.60 -0.001 0.08 980591.26
1150.40 -0.006 0.09 980604.23
1193.70 -0.014 0.11 980607.96
GRAVITY scnggly/waite quads

666.0 45 25.66
853.0 45 25.76
319.0 45 21.85
578.0 45 22.12
319.0 45 2038
298.0 45 19.19
7/06187

68 4.79 980657.76
68 2.54 980657.91
67 55.50 980652.01
67 51.43 980652.42
67 54.58 980649.79
67 56.90 980648.00

9.49
13.29
-16.70
-6.81
-15.56
-12.01

-13.90
-16.67
-27.90
-27.11
-26.TI
-22.48

-13.22 1
-15.80 2
-27.58 3
-26.52 4
-26.44 5
-22.18 6

minla>=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. minloog= 61. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minclev= 0. maxclev= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter 1cale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn dcrul=l.67 dens2=2.7S options=OOlOO
base meter reading=l296.70 base gravity valuc=980616.76
Obase id = BOTll lat = 45 21.90 !mg = 68 30.17 elev = 236.0 on = 3
bin = 1296.70 time(gmt) = 1555 day = 187 year = 1987 tide = 0.059
bout= 1299.60 time(gmt) = 035 day= 188 year= 1987 tide= -0.063
the next 3 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of O.OlS per hour for a total drift of 0.13
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longiwde theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gnvily feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anooi2.67

BOTIOO 1705
BOTlOO 2045
BOTIOO 2335
IBOITLE LAKE

1167.90 0.021 0.02 980605.54
1166.40 -0.065 0.07 980605.27
116820 -0.066 0.11 980605.38
GRAVITY scnggly/waite quads

367.0 45 19.56 6141.42 980648.56
367.0 45 19.56 6141.42 980648.56
367.0 45 19.56 6141.42 980648.56
7/06/87

-8.51 -21.40 -21.02
-8.78 -21.67 -21.29
-8.66 -21.55 -21.18

1
2
3

minla>=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minions= 61. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minclev= 0. muclev= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden I meter sc:ale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 optioos=OOIOO
base meter reading=l 161.90 base gravity value=980605.49
Obasc id = BOTIOO lat= 45 19.56 long = 67 41.42 elev = 367.0 nn = 3
bin = 1167.90 time(gmt) = 17 5 day= 187 year= 1987 tide= 0.021
bout= 1166.40 time(gmt) = 2045 day = 187 year= 1987 tide= -0.065
the next 3 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of-0.059 per hour for a total drift of-0.22
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longiwde theo.grav free air bouguer bougucr n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly mom d2 anom2.67

#BOT!Ol 1750 1188.30 -0.003 -0.04 980607.28
#BOTI02 1850 1045.30 -0.031 -0.10 980594.91
BOT103 1920 1053.20 -0.043 -0.13 980595.61
IBOITLE LAKE GRAVITY scnggly/waite quads

255.4 45 15.86 67 45.57 980642.98 -11.68 -20.65 -20.39
406.1 45 17.93 61 49.02 980646.10 -13.00 -27.26 -26.85
385.0 45 17.89 67 50.31 980646.04 -14.22 -27.74 -27.35
7/06187

I

2
3

minla>=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. mulong= 69. 0. minclcv= 0. maxclev= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden I meter scale factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boon dc:nsl=l.67 dens2=2.7S optioos=OOlOO
base meter rcading=l Ui6.40 base gravity value=98060S.49
Obase id= BOTIOO lat= 45 19.56 long= 67 41.42 elev= 367.0 nn = 4
bin = 1166.40 time(gmt) = 2045 day= 187 year= 1987 tide= -0.065
bout= 1168.20 time(gmt) = 2335 day = 187 year= 1987 tide= -0.066
the next 4 llatioo cards arc oonected for drift at a rate of O.OSS per hour for a total drift of O.lS
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longimdc thco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly mom d2 anom2.67

#BOTI04 2115 1236.80 -0.068 0.03 980611.56
BOTI05 2135 1100.30 -0.069 0.05 980599.71
#BOTI06 2200 1000.30 -0.070 0.o7 980591.02
BOTI07 2245 1048.50 -0.068 0.11 980595.15
IBOITI.E LAKE GRAVITY scnggly/waite quads

294.3 45 19.26
357.0 45 19.52
472.9 45 18.63
382.0 45 16.39
1/01(81

6143.08
61 47.35
67 48.08
61 50.24

980648.10 -8.86
980648.SO -15.21
980647.15 -11.61
980643.78 -12.70

-19.20
-27.75
-28.28
-26.11

-18.90
-2739
-27.79
-25.72

I
2
3
4

minla>=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. mulong= 69. 0. minclev= 0. maxelev= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 optioos=OOlOO

34

base meter reading=l 166.80 base gravity valuc=98060S.49
Obase id= BOTIOO lat= 45 19.56 loog = 67 41.42 dev = 367.0 nn = 2
bin = 1166.80 time(gmt) = 1430 day= 188 year= 1987 tide= 0.129
bout = 1165.30 time(gmt) = 1645 day = 188 year= 1987 tide= 0.073
the next 2 station cards are corrected for drift It a rate of-0.083 per hour for a total drift of-0.19
station time meter tide drift observed elev latilude longitude theo.grav ftcc air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) momaly anom d2 anom2.67

#BOT108 1515 1045.00 0.119 -0.06 980594.98 394.1 45 16.73 67 51.21 980644.29 -12.24 -26.09 -25.69
BOT109 1545 1165.60 0.107 -0.10 980605.47 298.0 45 16.85 61 54.20 980644.47 -10.98 -21.44 -21.14
!BOTTLE LAKE GRAVITY scrasslY/waile quads 7/07187

I
2

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= 61. 0. m&tlong= 69. 0. minc1ev= 0. maxelev= 1000. 1D1it1= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=:0.08670 1oc:a1 time=gmt- 4 hours densl=2.67 dms2=2.7S options=00100
base meter reading=l296.20 base gravity valuc=980616.76
Obase id= BOTll lat= 45 21.90 loog = 68 30.17 dev = 236.0 nn = 2
bin = 1296.20 time(gmt) = 13 0 day= 188 year= 1987 tide= 0.121
bout= 1301.70 time(gmt) = 2215 day= 188 year= 1987 tide= -0.088
the next 2 station cards are corrected for drift It a rate of 0.029 per hour for a total drift of 0.27

statioo time meter tide drift observed dev latitude longitude thco.grav lioe air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) momaly anom d2 anom2.67
BOTllO 1715 1109.20 0.054 0.12 980600.36 447.0 45 24.96 6145.14 980656.70 -14.31
BOTllO 1850 1111.60 -0.012 0.17 980600.45 447.0 45 24.96 6145.14 980656.70 -14.21
I BOTTLE LAKE GRAVITY scrassJy/waile quads 7/07f87

-30.01 -29.55
-29.92 -29.46

I
2

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minlcos= 61. 0. maxlons= 69. 0. minclev= 0. maxelev= 1000. unito= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Wonlen I meter scole factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours dens1=2.61 dens2=2.75 options=OOIOO

base meter reading=l 1()1).20 base gravity valuc=9806CX).41
Obase id= BOTl 10 lat= 45 24.96 loog = 67 45.14 dev = 447.0 nn = 2
bin = 1109.20 titne(gmt) = 1115 day= 188 year= 1987 tide= 0.054
bout = 1111.60 time(gmt) = 1850 day = 188 year= 1987 tide= -0.012
the next 2 statioo cards are corrected for drift It a rate of 0.090 per hour for a total drift of 0.14
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) momaly anom d2 ancm2.67

BOTl 11 1735 107430 0.040 0.03 980597.34 452.0 45 2S.95 61 45.91 980658.20 -18.35 -34.23 -33.76
#BOT112 1820 1232.70 0.008 0.10 980610.97 388.1 45 24.68 67 49.58 980656.28 -8.81 -22.44 -22.04
!BOTTLE LAKE GRAVITY scragsly/waile qu..t. 7/08187

I
2

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= 61. 0. m&tlong= 69. 0. minc1ev= 0. maxe1ev= 1000. unito= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=:0.08670 local tim.e=gmt- 4 houn deDJ1=2.67 dms2=2.7S optims=OOIOO
base meter reading=1298.70 base gravity value=980616.76
Obase id= BOTll lat= 45 21.90 long= 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 nn = 5
bin = 1298.70 time(gmt) = 13 5 day= 189 year= 1987 tide= 0.129
bout= 1301.80 time(gmt) = 2230 day= 189 year= 1987 tide= -0.096
the next S station cards are corrected for drift al a rate of 0.005 per hour for a total drift of 0.04

station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 ancm2.67
BOT113 1400
BOTl13 1610
BOT113 1810
BOTl13 1945
BOT113 2150
I BOTTLE LAKE

1113.20 0.152 0.00 980600.70
1114.60 0.140 0.01 980600.80
1116.10 0.059 0.02 980600.84
1118.50 -0.018 0.03 980600.96
1118.40 -0.087 0.04 980600.87
GRAVITY scraggly/waite quads

190.0 45
190.0 45
190.0 45
190.0 45
190.0 45
7/08187

1132 68 23.28 980636.13

11.32
1132
11.32
11.32

68
68
68
68

23.28
23.28
23.28
23.28

-17.56 -24.24 -24.04
980636.13 -17.46 -24.14 -23.94
980636.13 -17.42 -24.10 -23.90
980636.13 -17.30 -23.97 -23.78
980636.13 -17.39 -24.06 -23.87

I
2
3
4
5

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minlong= 67. 0. mu.long= 69. 0. minelev: 0. mu.elev: 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=().08670 local tim.c=gmt- 4 houn dens1=2.67 dens2=2.7S options=OOlOO

35

base meter reading=l 113.20 base gravity value=980600.80
Obue id = BOT113 lat= 4S 1132 long = 68 23.28 elev = 190.0 nn = 3

bin = 1113.20 time(gmt) = 14 0 day= 189 year= 1987 tide = O.IS2
bout= 1114.60 time(gmt) = 1610 day= 189 year= 1987 tide= 0.140
the next 3 station cards are corrected fOI' drift at a rate of 0.051 per hour for a total drift of 0.11
station time meter

id

gmt read.

BOT114 1425
#BOTllS 1440
#BOT116 ISIS
IBOTfLE LAKE

tide drift obser...t elev latiJude longitude theo.grav f= air bouguer bouguer n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 ancm2.67

1071.40 O.IS1 0.02 980S97.16
927.90 O.IS8 0.03 980S84.71
1063.10 O.IS1 0.06 980596.40
GRAVI1Y scraggly/waite quads

222.0 4S 9.92 68 18.TI 980634.01 -IS.98 -23.78 -23.SS
429.S 4S 11.16 68 18.24 98063S.89 -10.79 -25.87 -25.44
274.0 4S 12.11 68 IS.48 980637.32 -IS.IS -24.78 -24.50
7/08/87

I

2
3

minlat=44. 0. maxllll=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. muclev= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Wonlen I meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon densl=2.67 dcns2=2.7S optinns=OOIOO
base meter reading=l 114.60 base gravity value=980600.80
Obase id = BOTl 13 lat = 4S 11.32 loog = 68 23.28 elev = 190.0 nn = 2
bin = 1114.60 time(gmt) = 1610 day= 189 year= 1987 tide= 0.140
bout = 1116.10 time(gmt) = 1810 day = 189 year= 1987 tide= 0.059
the next 2 statioo. cards are oonccted for drift at a rate of 0.025 per hour for a total drift of 0.05
station time meter

id

gmt read.

tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly llllOlll d2 oncm2.67

#BOT117 1650 981.40 0.118 0.02 980589.21 3S2.0 4S S.21 68 13.13 980627.00
#BOT118 1710 1028.60 O.lOS 0.02 980S93.28 3S3.4 4S 4.58 68 12.33 980625.96
!BOTTLE LAKE GRAVI1Y scraggly/waite quads 7/08/87

-4.68 -17.0S -16.69
0.56 -11.SS -11.49

I
2

minlat=44. 0. maxllll=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. mine1ev= 0. muc1ev= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Wonlen I mmr scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn densl=2.67 dens2=2.7S optioos=OOIOO
base meter roading=l 116.10 base gravity vliue=980600.80
Obase id = BOTl 13 lat= 4S 1132 long = 68 23.28 elev= 190.0 nn = I
bin = 1118.SO time(gmt) = 1945 day = 189 year = 1987 tide = .0.018
bout = 1118.40 time(gmt) = 21so day= 189 year= 1987 tide= .0.087
the nex.t 1 1tatioo. cards are corrcctcd for drift at a rate of-0.037 per hour for a total drift of-0.08
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bougucr bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 ancm2.67

BOT119 203S 882.70 .O.OS3 .0.03 980580.56 406.0 4S 0.4S
!BOTTLE LAKE GRAVI1Y scraggly/waite quads 7/09/87

68 9.99 980619.73

.0.99

-IS.25 -14.83

minlat=44. 0. maxllll=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. mine1ev= 0. muc1ev= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Wonlen I meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon dens1=2.67 dens2=2.7S optioos=OOIOO
base meter reading=l299.40 base gravity vliue=980616.76
Obase id= BOTll lat= 45 21.90 loog = 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 nn = 3
bin = 1299.40 time(gmt) = 1250 day= 190 year= 1987 tide= 0.101
bout= 1311.30time(gmt)= 255day=191year=1987 tide= .0.079
the next 3 statioo. cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.060 per hour for a total drift of 0.85
station time meter

id

gmt read.

BOTl 13 1325
BOT113 IS15
BOT113 llS
!BOTTLE LAKE

tide drift

corr corr

observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bougucr bouguer n
gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anoma1Y anom d2 ancm2.67

1114.80 0.129 0.04 980600.1S
1116.20 0.176 O.IS 980600.81
1123.20 .0.096 0.1S 980600.54
GRAVI1Y scraggly/waite quads

190.0 45 11.32 68 23.28 980636.13 -11.SI -24.19 -23.99
190.0 4S 11.32 68 23.28 980636.13 -11.4S -24.13 -23.93
190.0 4S 1132 68 23.28 980636.13 -17.72 -24.40 -24.20
7/09/87

I
2
3

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxclev= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Wonlen I meter scale faotor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn dens1=2.67 dens2=2.7S optioos=OOIOO
base meter reading= 1116.20 base gravity value=980600.80
Obase id= BOT113 lat= 4S 11.32 long= 6123.28 elev= 190.0 nn = S

36

bin = 1116.20 time(gmt) = 1515 day= 190 year= 1987 tide= 0.176
bout= 1123.20 time(gmt) = 115 day= 191year=1987 tide= -0.096

the next 5 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.033 per hour for a total drift of 0.33
station time meter

id

gmt ....!.

BOT120 1620
BOT121 1635
BOT121 1905
BOT121 2130
BOT121
5
IBO'ITLE LAKE

tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.gnv frcc air bouguer bouguer n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) momaly ancm d2 anan2.67

858.80 0.170 0.04 980578.44 406.0 44 59.85 68 9.16 980618.82 -2.20
896.70 0.165 0.04 980581.71 391.0 44 59.83 68 7.75 980618.79 -031
897.80 0.056 0.13 980581.62 391.0 44 59.83 68 7.75 980618.79 -0.41
901.70 -0.063 0.21 980581.75 391.0 44 59.83 68 7.75 980618.79 -0.27
903.20 -0.105 0.30 980581.76 391.0 44 59.83 68 7.75 980618.79 -0.TI
GRAVITY saponac/nicataus/wabassus quads 7/fYJ/87

-16.46
-14.04
-14.14
-14.00
-14.00

-16.05 1
-13.64 2
-13.74 3
-13.60 4
-13.60 5

minla~.

0. mulat=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxclcv= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Wcrden 1 met<r scale foctor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn dens1=2.67 dens2=2.75 optioos=<XllOO
base meter reading= 896.70 base gravity volue=980581.68
Obase id = BOT121 lat= 44 59.83 long = 68 7.75 elev= 391.0 nn = 3
bin = 896.70 time(gmt) = 1635 day= 190 year= 1987 tide= 0.165
bout= 897.80 time(gmt) = 19 5 day= 190 year= 1987 tide= 0.056
the next 3 station cards arc corrected for drift at a rate of-0.005 per hour for a total drift of-0.01

station time meter tide drift observed c1cv latitude lcxi.gitude tbeo.grav free air bouguer bougucr n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly mom d2 ancml.67
BOT122 1710
BOT123 1800
BOT124 1821
IBOTILE LAKE

1069.30 0.148 0.00 980596.63 356.0 45 531 68 5.17 980627.15
955.00 0.113 -0.01 980586.69 519.0 45 9.01 68 4.36 980632.73
1020.70 0.095 -0.01 980592.37 357.0 45 10.72 68 3.69 980635.22
GRAVITY sapmaclnicataus/wabassus quads 7 /fYJ/87

2.96 -9.55 -9.18 1
2.77 -15.47 -14.94 2
-9.28 -21.82 -21.45 3

minla~. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxclcv= 1000. units= feet
ref= 5
gravity meter= Wcrden 1 meter scale foctor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours dens1=2.61 dens2=2.75 optims=OOlOO
base meter reading= 897.80 base gravity volue=980581.68
Obase id= BOTl21 lat= 44 59.83 long = 68 7.75 elev= 391.0 nn = 3
bin = 897.80 time(gmt) = 19 5 day = 190 year= 1987 tide= 0.056
bout = 901.70 time(gmt) = 2130 day= 190 year= 1987 tide= -0.063

the next 3 station cards are corrected for drift Ill a rate of 0.090 per hour for a total drift of 0.22
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air boogucr bouguer n
id
gmt ....t. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) momaly ancm d2 anan2.67

BOT125 2025
BOT126 2045
BOTITI 2110
lBO'ITLE LAKE

945.00 -0.016 0.12 980585.58 402.0 45 3.42 68 5.28 980624.21
928.80 -0.032 0.15 980584.13 402.0 45 2.84 68 4.22 980623.33
873.60 -0.051 0.19 980579.29 345.0 45 t.14 68 1.87 980620.77
GRAVITY sapma</nica1aus/wabassus quads 7 /fYJ/87

-0.82 -14.95 -14.54
-1.40 -15.52 -15.11
-9.04 -21.16 -20.81

1
2
3

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. unils= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours dcnsl=2.67 dcns2=2.7S optioos=OOlOO
base meter reading= 901.70 base gravity volue=980581.68
Obase id = BOT121 lat= 44 59.83 long = 68 7.75 elev= 391.0 nn = 3
bin = 901.70 time(gmt) = 2130 day= 190 year= 1987 tide = -0.063
bout = 903.20 time(gmt) = 0 5 day= 191 year= 1987 tide= -0.105

the next 3 station cards are oorrccted for drift at a rate of 0.034 per boor for a total drift of 0.09
station time meter tide drift observed elev latinule longitude thco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt ....!. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) ancmoly ancm d2 man2.67

BOT128 2205
BOT129 2230
BOT130 2310
IBOTILE LAKE
minla~.

862.80 -0.082 0.02 980578.27 341.0 45 0.92 68 1.57 980620.44 -10.10 -22.08 -21.73
912.60 -0.092 O.o3 980582.56 374.0 45 3.05 68 0.65 980623.65 -5.92 -19.05 -18.67
846.70 -0.102 0.06 980576.82 454.0 45 0.98 68 4.18 980620.53 -1.02 -16.97 -16.50
GRAVITY spring6eld quad 7/15/87

0. mulat=46. 0. minloog= 61. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. units= feet

ref=

1
2

3

5

37

gravity meter= Worden I meter scale f11ctor=!J.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon densl=l.67 dens2=2.75 cpticns=<XJIOO
base meter rcoding=l309.50 base grovity voluc=980616.76
Obasc id= BOTH lat= 45 21.90 !cog= 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 on= 4
bin = 1309.50 time(gmt) = 1225 cloy= 196 ycor = 1987 tide= -0.047
bout = 1309.20 time(gmt) = 2225 cloy = 196 ycor = 1987 tide= 0.003
the next 4 station cards arc corrected for drift K a rate of 0.002 per hwr for a total drift of 0.02

swioo time meter tide drift observed elev laiwdc longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt rcod. corr corr grovity feet deg min deg min
(1967) IUIODlllly mom d2 oncm2.67
BOT79 1420
BOT79 1655
BOTl13 1935
BOT113 2140
IBOTILE LAKE

1132.60 -0.038 0.00 980601.43 336.0
1131.80 0.016 0.01 980601.41 336.0
1124.50 0.051 0.02 980600.80 190.0
1126.20 0.023 0.02 980600.92 190.0
GRAVITY springfield quad 7/15/87

45 18.04
45 18.04
45 11.32
45 11.32

68
68
68
68

8-95 980646.26 -13.24 -25.04 -24.70 I
8-95 980646.26 -13.26 -25.06 -24.72 2
23.28 980636.13 -17.46 -24.13 -23.94 3
23.28 980636.13 -17.34 -24.02 -23.82 4

ref= 5
I meter scale foctor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boon denal=l.67 dau2=2.75 cptions=<XJIOO
base meter reading=l 132.60 base gravity valuc=980601.39
Obasc id = BOT79 lat = 45 18.04 long = 68 8.95 elev = 336.0 nn = 4
bin = 1132.60 time(gmt) = 1420 cloy= 196 ycor = 1987 tide= -0.038
bout= 1131.80 timc(gmt) = 1655 cloy= 196 ycor = 1987 tide= 0.016

rninlat=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. rninloog= 67. 0. muloog= 69. 0. minclev= 0. maxclcv= 1000. tmits= feet
grovity meter= Worden

the next 4 station cards arc corrected for drift al a rate of-0.006 per hour for a total drift of-0.02

station time meter
id

gmt rcod.

BOT131 1440
BOT132 1510
BOT133 1540
BOT134 1610
!BOTTLE LAKE

tide drift cbocrvcd elev latilUdc loogitude tbco.grav free air bouguer bougucr n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) IUIODlllly mom d2 onc:m2.67

1156.10 -0.033 0.00 980603.43 336.0
1136.00 -0.024 0.00 980601.70 336.0
1126.80 -0.013 -0.01 980600.92 336.0
1116.60 -0.001 -0.01 980600.05 336.0
GRAVITY springfield quad 1115181

45
45
45
45

18.86
18.17
17.76
17.39

68
68
68
68

8.99
7.91
7.13
5.40

980647.50
980646.46
980645.84
980645.28

-12.47
-13.16
-13.32
-13.63

-24.27
-24.96
-25.13
-25.44

-23.93
-24.62
-24.78
-25.09

I
2
3
4

minla1'=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. mulong= 69. 0. minclev= 0. maxclcv= 1000. units= feet
grovity meter= Worden

ref= 5
I meter 1cole foctor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boun daul=2.67 dens2=2.75 cptions=<JOIOO

base meter rcading=l 126.80 base gravity valuc=980600.80

Obasc id = BOT113 lat= 45 11.32 loog = 68 23.28 elev= 190.0 nn = 3
bin = 1124.50 timc(gmt) = 1935 cloy= 196 ycor = 1987 tide= 0.051
bout= 1126.20 timc(gmt) = 2140 cloy= 196 ycor = 1987 tide= 0.023
the next 3 station cards ore corrected for drift at 11 rote of 0.057 per boor for a total drift of 0.12
Jtation time

id

meter

gmt rcod.

BOT135 2005
BOT136 2025
BOT137 2055
!BOTTLE LAKE

tide drift observed elev latilude longitude thco.grav free air bougucr bougucr n
corr corr grovity feet deg min deg min
(1967) IUIODlllly anom d2 ancm2.67

1120.50 0.049 0.03 980600.22 190.0 45 10.86 68 23.57 980635.43 -17.34 -24.02 -23.82
1122.90 0.045 0.05 980600.41
190.0 45 9.87 68 22.88 980633.94 -15.66 -22.34 -22.14
1117.10 0.038 0.08 980599.87 190.0 4510.40 68 22.20 980634.74 -17.00 -23.67 -23.48
GRAVITY nicotaus/saponac quads 7116187

minla1'=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minclev= 0. maxclcv= 1000. units= feet

I
2
3

ref= 5

gravity meter= Worden
1 meter sale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon densl=2.67 dcns2=2.7S options=OOIOO
base meter reading=1310.30 base gravity valuc=980616.76

Obase id = BOT11 lat= 45 21.90 Ieng= 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 nn = 4
bin = 1310.30 time(gmt) = 1210 cloy= 197 ycor = 1987 tide= -0.009
bout = 1308.90 timc(gmt) = 2240 cloy = 197 ycor = 1987 tide= -0.014
the next 4 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of-0.012 per hour for a toW drift of-0.13

station time meter
id

gmt rcod.

tide drift observed elev latitude longiblde theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomoly anom d2 ancm2.67

BOT123 1415 963.80 -0.025 -0.03 980586.73
BOT123 1635 964.10 -0.012 -0.05 980586.79
BOT142 1910 1036.50 0.014 -0.08 980593.13

38

519.0 45 9.07 68 4.36 980632.73
519.0 45 9.07 68 4.36 980632.73
335.0 45 1.73 68 15.76 980621.66

2.80 -15.43 -14.90
2.87 -15.36 -14.83
2.97 -8.79 -8.45

I

2
3

BOT142 2045 1036.30 0.013 -0.10 980593.13 33S.O 4S 1.73 68 IS.16 980621.66
IBOITLE LAKE ORAVITY nicoraus quad 7/16187

2.97

-8.79

-8.45

4

minlat=44. 0. maxlal=46. 0. mlliloog= (ii. O. llllllilons= 69. 0. nUnolev= 0. mueiov= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Worden 1 met.er scale factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boun den11=2.67 dms2=2.7S opb.001::::00100
base meter reading= 963.80 base gravity value=980586.72
Obue UI = BOT123 lat= 4S 9.07 long = 68 4.36 elev= Sl9.0 nn = 4
bin = 963.80 time(gmt) = 141S day= 197 year= 1987 tide= -0.025
bout = 964.10 time(gmt) = 1635 day= 197 ycu = 1987 tide= -0.012
the next 4 station cards are oorrected for drift at a rate of 0.017 per hour for a total drift of 0.04

station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude thco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly ancm d2 anan2.67
BOT138 1440
BOT139 151S
BOT140 1535
BOT141 1610
lBOITLE LAKE

911.10 -0.025 O.Ql 980582.14 Sl9.0
905.50 -0.023 0.02 980581.65 Sl9.0
945.00 -0.021 0.02 980585.07 519.0
972.20 -0.016 0.03 980587.42 519.0
GRAVITY 18p<maC quad 7/16187

4S
4S
4S
4S

9.61
9.34
8.28
8.64

68
68
68
68

S.87
6.88
6.76
S.23

980633.SS
980633.14
980631.54
980632.08

-2.60
-2.68
2.34
4.15

-20.83
-20.91
-15.89
-14.08

-20.30
-20.38
-lS.36
-13.55

1
2
3
4

minlat.=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. mulong= 69. 0. minc1ev= 0. maxclcv= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Worden J meter scale fac:wr=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon dmsl=2.67 dcns2.=2.7S optioos=OOIOO
base meter reading=1036.SO hue gravity vtiue=980593.13
Obese UI = BOT142 lat= 45 1.73 long= 68 lS.76 elev= 33S.O nn = 3
bin = 1036.SO time(gmt) = 1910 day= 197 year= 1987 tide= 0.014
bout = 1036.30 timc(gmt) = 2045 day = 197 ycar = 1987 tide= 0.013

the next 3 station cards are corrcctcd for drift at a rate of-0.012 per hour for a total drift of-0.02
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 m.oml.67

BOT143 1935
BOT144 19SS
BOT145 2030
IBOITLE LAKE

3.05
3.3S
3.19

1049.30 O.OlS 0.00 980594.25 335.0 45 2.42 68 IS.SS 980622.70
1051.90 0.015 -0.01 980S94.48 33S.O 45 2.37 68 16.82 980622.63
1042.40 0.014 -0.02 980593.66 33S.O 4S 1.94 68 16.SO 980621.98
ORAVITY niootaus quad 7{24/87

-8.72
-8.41
-8.58

-8.38
-8.07
-8.24

I
2
3

minlat=44. O. maxlat=46. O. minions= (ii. O. maxlons= 69. 0. nUnolev= 0. muelov= 1000. units= feet ref= S
gravity meter= Wonlen 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boon dcns1=2.67 dces2=2.7S options=OOlOO
base meter readins=l316.00 base gravity valuc=980616.76
Obese id= BOT!! lat= 45 21.90 long= 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 no= 1
bin = 1316.00 time(gmt) = 1240 day= 205 year= 1987 tide= 0.045
bout= 1315.90 timc(gmt) = 1440 day= 205 ycar = 1987 tide= 0.121

the next 1 station cards are corrected fOI' drift at a rate of 0.034 per hour for a total drift of O.CYT

m-

statioo time
id
gmt read.

tide drift observed elev latitude longibJdc tbco.grav free air bousuer lJouauer n
gravity feet de& min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anmtl.67

corr corr

BOT146 1340 969.60 0.089 0.03 980586.74 399.0 4S 7.49 68 1201 980630.3S
IBOITLE LAKE ORAVITY niootaus quad 7(20/87

-6.09 -20.10 -19.70

minlat.=44. 0. mulat=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minelev= 0. muc.lcv= 1000. ooits= feet ref= S
gravity meter.= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours den11=2.67 dm12=2.7S options=OOIOO
base meter reading= 966.60 base gravity value=980586.74
Obase id= BOT146 lat= 4S 21.90 long= 68 30.17 elev= 399.0 no= 3
bin = 966.60 time(gmt) = 1930 day= 201 ycu = 1987 tide= -0.034
bout= 967.30 time(gmt) = 2120 day= 201year=1987 tide= -0.064
the next 3 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.017 per hour for a total drift of 0.03
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67
BOT147 2005 9S8.30 -0.047 0.01 980586.00
BOT148 2045 960.70 -0.058 0.02 980586.18

399.0 4S 7.18 68 13.08 980629.88
399.0 45 6.n 68 13.25 980629.26

-6.36 -20.38 -19.97
-5.56 -19.S1 -19.16

1
2

39

BOT149 2100 962.80 -0.061 0.03 980586.36 400.0 45 6.24 68 12.49 980628.46
IBOTILE LAKE GRAVITY nicowu quad 7{20/87

-4.49

-18.54 -18.13

3

minlat=44. 0. mwa1=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. mine1ev: 0. maxelev= 1000. unils= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Wonlen I meter scale faaor=Cl.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 optioos=OOIOO
base m""" muling= 967 30 base gravity value=980S86.74
Obase id= BOT146 lat= 45 21.90 long = 68 30.17 elev = 399.0 nn = 3
bin = 96/.30 time(gmt) = 2120 day= 201 year= 1987 tide = -0.064
bout= 967.60 time(gmt) = 2255 day= 201 year= 1987 tide= -0.069
the next 3 station cards arc oorrectcd for drift at a rate of 0.013 per hour for a total drift of 0.02
nation time meter tide drift
id
gmt reacl. corr corr

BOTISO 2155
BOT151 2215
BOTIS2 2235
IBOTILE LAKE

observed
gnvity

elev latiwdc longitude thco.grav free air bougucr bougucr n
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anoml.67

feet deg min deg min

1027.90 -0.068 0.01 980591.98 399.0 45 6.16 68 10.40 980628.34
984.40 -0.069 0.01 980588.21 399.0 45 6.22 68 H.23 980628.43
987.30 -0.069 0.02 980588.45 399.0 45 6.65 68 10.74 980629.08
GRAVITY waite/wab/bg 7{1.1/87

1.16 -12.85 -12.45
-2.70 -16.72 -16.31
-3.H -17.12 -16.71

I

2
3

minlal=44. 0. maxlal=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. mine1ev: 0. maxelev= 1000. uni1s= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Wolden I meter scale faelor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn densl=2.67 dena2=2.75 optioos=OOIOO
base meter reading=1311.70 base gravity value=980616.76
Obase id =BOTH lat= 45 21.90 loog = 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 nn = 2
bin = 1311.70 time(gmt) = 1515 day= 202 year= 1987 tide= O.H3

bout= 1313.SO time(gmt) = 215day=202 year= 1987 tide= -0.061
the next 2 station cards are oorrectcd for drift at a ra1e of-0.003 per hour for a total drift of-0.02

station time meter tide drift observed elev latiwde longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravily feet deg min deg min
(1967) ......Wy anom d2 ancm2.67

BOTIOO 1630 H82.50 0.083 0.00 980605.53 367.0 45 19.56 61 41.42 980648.56
BOTIOO 1855 H84.50 -0.003 -0.01 980605.63 367.0 45 19.56 61 41.42 980648.56
IBOTILE LAKE GRAVITY waite/wablbg 7{1.1/87

-8.51 -21.40 -21.03
-8.42 -21.31 -20.93

I
2

minlat=44. 0. maxlal=46. 0. minloog= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. mine1ev: 0. maxelev= 1000. uni1s= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Wonlen I ~scale faelor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon denal=2.67 dens2=2. 75 optioos=OOIOO
base m""" roading=H82.50 base gravity value=98060S.49
Obasc id= BOTIOO lat= 45 19.56 long= 61 41.42 elev= 367.0 nn = 3
bin = 1182.50 time(gmt) = 1630 day= 202 year= 1987 tide= 0.083
bout = H84.SO time(gmt) = 1855 day= 202 year= 1987 tide= -0.003
the next 3 station cards arc com:cted for drift at a ntc of 0.036 per b<Ur for a total drift of 0.00
lllatioo time

id

~

gmt read.

BOT153 1710
BOT154 1740
BOTl55 1815
IBOTILE LAKE

tide drift obtcrvod elev latitude longitude thco.grav froc air bougucr boiJ&ucr n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) ......Wy anom d2 ancm2.61

H33.50 0.062 0.02 980601.20 203.0 45 9.89 67 43.56 980633.97 -13.68 -20.81 -20.61
1087.80 0.044 0.04 980597.20 298.0 45 10.93 6146.79 980635.54 -10.32 -20.78 -20.48
Hl530 0.022 0.06 980599.54 298.0 45 12.13 6150.78 980637.35 -9.78 -20.25 -19.95
GRAVITY wabbuus
7/22187

I
2
3

minlat=44. 0. maxlal=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. mine1ev: 0. maxelev= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden 1 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn densl=2.67 dens2=a.7S opticns=OOIOO
base meler reading=1316.10 base gravity value=980616.76
Obasc id= BOTH lat= 45 21.90 loog = 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 nn = 6
bin = 1316.10 timc(gmt) = 1225 day= 203 year= 1987 tide= 0.081
bout= 1316.20 time(gmt) = 2350 day= 203 year= 1987 tide= -0.079
the next 6 station cards are corrected fOI' drift at a rate of-0.013 per hour for a total drift of-0.lS
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude tbeo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) ......Wy anom d2 ancm2.67

BOT154 1405 1089.60 0.126 -0.02 980597.19
BOT154 1555 1089.30 0.123 -0.0S 980597.18

40

298.0 45 10.93 6146.79 980635.54 -10.32 -20.79 -20.49
298.0 45 10.93 6146.79 980635.54 -10.33 -20.80 -20.49

I
2

BOT155 1640
BOT155 1850
BOT154 1940
BOT154 2205
IBOTILE LAKE

1116.60 0.105 -0.06 980599.54 298.0
1116.10 0.023 -0.09 980599.45 298.0
1090.70 -0.010 -0.10 980597.22 298.0
1092.10 -0.1174 -0.13 980597.31 298.0
1f}2%1
GRAVITY wabbuus

45
45
45
45

12.13
12.13
10.93
10.93

6150.18
6150.18
6146.19
6146.19

980637.35
980637.35
980635.54
980635.54

-9.78 -20.25 -19.94
-9.88 -20.34 -20.04
-10.29 -lo.76 -20.45
-10.20 -20.61 -20.36

3
4
5
6

minlat=44. 0. mulal=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxcolev>= 1000. 1D1i111= feet ref= 5
gravil}' meter= Worden 0 meter scale foctor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn dms1=2.67 dms2=2.75 optioos=OOIOO
base meter rcading=1089.60 hue gravi1y volue=980597.21
Obase id = BOT154 lat = 45 10.93 loog = 61 46.19 elev = 298.0 nn = 3
bin = 1089.60 time(gmt) = 14 5 day= 203 year= 1987 tide= 0.126
bout= 1089.30 timc(gmt) = 1555 day= 203 year= 1987 tide= 0.123

the next 3 ll&tion cards are corrected for drift at a rate of-0.016 per hour for a total drift of-0.03
station time meter tide drift observed elev lalilude longitude thco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt road. corr corr gravily feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 ancm2.67
BOT156 1435
BOT157 1505
BOT158 1530
IBOTILE LAKE

1097.50 0.131 -0.01 980597.91 298.0 45 12.18 67 47.98 980637.42 -11.49 -21.96 -21.65
1129.30 0.132 -0.02 980600.67 298.0 45 12.62 6149.36 980638.09 -9.39 -19.86 -19.55
1104.90 0.129 -0.02 980598.56 298.0 45 13.52 61 50.86 980639.45 -12.86 -23.33 -23.02
GRAVITY wabbasus
7/22187

I
2

3

minlat=44. 0. maxl11=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxcolev>= 1000. 1Dli111= feet ref= 5
gravily meter= Worden 0 meter scale factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 houn dms1=2.67 dms2=2.75 optioos=OOIOO
hue meter rcading=l I !6.60 base gravily volue=980599.52
Obase id= BOTl55 lat= 45 12.13 loog = 67 50.78 elev= 298.0 nn = 5
bin = 1116.60 time(gmt) = 1640 day= 203 year= 1987 tide= 0.105
bout = 1116.10 timc(gmt) = 1850 day = 203 year= 1987 tide= 0.023

the next S station card& arc corrected for drift at a rate of-0.058 per boor for a total drift of-0.13
station time meter tide drift
id
gmt road. corr corr

BOTl59 1655
BOT160 1710
BOT161 1730
BOT162 1155
BOT163 1820
IBOTILE LAKE

observed c1cv latitude longitude tbco.grav free air bougucr bouguer n
gravily feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomoly anom d2 ancm2.67

1102.30 0.098 -0.01 980598.29 298.0
1109.10 0.090 -0.03 980598.88 298.0
1114.70 0.1178 -0.05 980599.38 298.0
1121.90 0.061 -0.117 980600.01 298.0
1141.20 0.044 -0.10 980601.69 298.0
GRAVITY wabbasus
7/22187

45
45
45
45
45

12.51
13.44
14.11
13.58
13.88

61
61
61
61
61

52.00
51.11
51.52
53.117
54.21

980637.92
980639.33
980640.34
980639.54
980639.99

-11.61
-12.42
-12.93
-II.SO
-10.28

-22.08
-22.89
-23.40
-21.97
-20.74

-21.77
-22.58
-23.10
-21.67
-20.44

I
2
3
4
5

minlat=44. 0. maxlll=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxcolev>= 1000.1Dli1s= feet ref= 5
gravily meter= Worden 0 meter scale foctor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 houn dms1=2.67 dms2=2.75 options=OOIOO
base meter reading=1090.70 base gravity value=980597.21
Obase id = BOT154 lat= 45 10.93 loog = 67 46.79 elev = 298.0 nn = 3
bin = 1090.70 timc(gmt) = 1940 day= 203 year= 1987 tide= -0.010
bout= 1092.10 timc(gmt) = 22 5 day= 203 year= 1987 tide= -0.074

the next 3 station cards arc corrected for drift at a rate of 0.024 per boor for a total drift of 0.06
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude loo.gitude tbco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anooi2.67
BOT164 2010
BOT165 2105
BOT166 2145
IBOTILE LAKE

1146.70 -0.028 0.01 980602.04 298.0 45 10.88 67 53.85 980635.46
1138.80 -0.055 0.03 980601.30 298.0 45 12.75 61 58.19 980638.28
1117.80 -0.069 0.05 980599.45 299.0 45 9.46 67 53.21 980633.32
GRAVITY wabbasus
7{23/87

-5.40 -15.87 -15.57
-8.96 -19.43 -19.12
-5.15 -16.25 -15.95

1
2

3

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxcolev>= 1000.1Dli1s= feet ref= 5
gravity meter-= Worden 0 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boun dens1=2.67 dens2=2.7S options=OOlOO
base meter rcading=1316.20 hue gravity valuc=980616.76
Obase id= BOTll lat= 45 21.90 loog = 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 nn = 3
bin = 1316.20 time(gmt) = 13 5 day = 204 year= 1987 tide = 0.087
bout= 1318.20 timc(gmt) = 2235 day= 204 year= 1987 tide= -0.076

the next 3 station cards are oorrectcd for drift al a tale of 0.001 per hour for a total drift of 0.01
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station time meter tide drift observed elev latiwde longiwde theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. con corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 ancm2.67
BOT167 1550
BOT167 1815
BOTl67 2025
!BOTTLE LAKE

937.60 0.138 0.00 980583.98 303.0 45 5.38 67 51.84 980627.17 -14.69 -25.33
937.80 0.073 0.01 980583.93 303.0 45 5.38 67 51.84 980627.17 -14.74 -25.38
937.90 -0.020 0.01 980583.85 303.0 45 5.38 67 51.84 980627.17 -14.82 -25.47
GRAVI1Y wabbasu1
7123/87

-25.02
-25.07
-25.16

I
2
3

~.

0. mllllal-46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. mulong= 69. O. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. uniu= feel ref.= 5
gnvity melcl= Worden 0 mcacr scale facaor=(l.08670 local lime=gml- 4 houn dens1=2.67 dena2=2.75 options=OOIOO
base meler reading= 937.60 base gnvity value=980583.92
Obase id = BOT167 lat= 45 5.38 loos = 67 51.84 elev= 303.0 DD= 5
bin = 937 .60 lime(gml) = 1550 day = 204 year = 1987 tide = 0.138
bout= 937.80 lime{sml) = 1815 day= 204 year= 1987 lide = 0.073
the next S station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of-0.020 per boor for a total drift of-0.0S
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gml read. corr corr gnvily feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly oncm d2 oncm2.67

BOT168 1620
BOT169 1640
BOT170 1700
BOT171 1715
BOT172 1730
!BOTTLE LAKE

967.00 0.132 -0.01 980586.47 303.0
1037.90 0.126 -0.02 980592.62 303.0
993.30 0.117 -0.02 980588.75 303.0
974.90 0.110 -0.03 980587.15 303.0
965.10 0.102 -0.03 980586.30 303.0
GRAVTIY wabbasus
7123/87

45
45
45
45
45

6.12
7 .01
7.04
6.45
5.65

67 52.64
67 53.50
67 51.95
67 51.09
67 51.16

980628.28
980629.62
980629.67
980628.78
980627.57

-13.31
-8.51
-12.42
-13.13
-12.78

-23.96
-19.15
-23.07
-23.77
-23.42

-23.65
-1g.84
-22.76
-23.47
-23.11

I
2
3
4
5

minlal=44. 0. maxlal=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. uniu= feel ref.= 5
gravity mcacr= Worden 0 mcacr scale facaor=0.08670 local lime=gml- 4 houn dens1=2.67 dena2=2.75 options=OOIOO
base meter reading= 937.80 base gravity value=980583.92
Obese id= BOT167 Jal= 45 5.38 long = 67 51.84 elev= 303.0 DD= 3
bin = 937.80 lime(sm1) = 1815 day= 204 year= 1987 lide = 0.073
bout= 937.90 lime(smt) = 2025 day= 204 year= 1987 lide = -0.020
the next 3 station cards are correctcd fOI' drift at a rate of-0.039 per hour for a total drift of-0.08
station time meter tide drift observed elev latiwdc longitude theo.grav free air bougucr bougucr n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anmnl.67

BOT173 1900
BOT174 1920
BOT175 1935
!BOTTLE LAKE

1114.10 0.040 -0.03 980599.20 303.0 45 7.72 67 54.76 980630.70
1101.90 0.026 -0.04 980598.14 303.0 45 8.34 67 54.97 980631.63
1144.30 0.015 -0.05 980601.82 303.0 45 9.00 67 56.01 980632.63
GRAVI1Y nicotaus
7!24/87

-3.00 -13.64 -13.33
4.99 -15.64 -15.33
-2.31 -12.96 -12.65

I
2
3

minlal=44. 0. maxlal=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. uniu= feel ref.= 5
gnvity meu:r= Worden 0 mcacr scale facaor=0.08670 local lime=gmt- 4 houn denal=2.67 dens2=2.75 options=<Xl!OO
base mcacr reading=l316.00 base gnvity value=980616.76
Obese id= BOT11 lat= 45 21.90 long= 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 DD= I
bin = 1316.00 time(sm1) = 1240 day= 205 year= 1987 lide = 0.045
bout= 1315.90 lime(sm1) = 1440 day= 205 year= 1987 lide = 0.121
the next 1 station cards arc correctcd fOI' drift at a rate of 0.034 per hcur for a total drift of 0.07
station time meter tide drift observed c1cv latitude longitude thco.grav free air bougucr bouguer n
id
gmt reacl. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 ancm2.67

BOT146 1340 969.60 0.089 0.03 980586.74 399.0 45 7.49 68 12.01 980630.35
!BOTTLE LAKE GRA VI1Y nicotaus
7{24187

-6.09

~.

-20.10 -19.70

0. maxla1=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. uniu= feel ref.= 5
gnvity meter= Worden 0 meaer scale facaor=0.08670 local lime=gml- 4 houn densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 options=OOIOO
base meter reading=131S.90 hue gravity value=980616.76
Obese id = BOT! I Ja1 = 45 21.90 loog = 68 30.17 elev = 236.0 on = 2
bin = 1315.90 lime{sml) = 1440 day= 205 year= 1987 tide= 0.121
bout = 1315.60 lime{sml) = 030 day= 206 year= 1987 tide= -0.080
the next 2 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of-0.023 per hour for a total drift of-0.23
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lhlioo time meter ti.de drift abscrved elev l.r.iludc longitude tbco.grav fmc air bougucr bougucr n
id
pt toad. corr corr gnvity feet deg min deg min
(1967) onomaly anom d2 anoml.67

BOT176 1930 1179.70 0.040 -0.11 980604.98 311.0 45 10.17 67 59.SO 980634.39
BOT176 2220 1182.90 -0.066 -0.18 980605.22 311.0 45 10.17 67 59.SO 980634.39
IBOTILE LAKE GRAVITY niootaus
7(1.4~

-0.16 -11.09 -10.77
0.08 -10.85 -10.53

I

2

minlat=44. 0. maxlat-46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. mine1ev= O. ltlllclev= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Wonlen 0 meter scale factor=ll.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn dettsl=2.67 detts2=2.75 optiona=OOllJO
base meter reading=l179.70 base gnvity value=98060S.10

ilbueid=BOTl76 lat= 4510.171ons= 6759.S0olev=311.0nn= 3
hm = 1179.70 time(gmt) = 1930 day= 20S year= 1987 tide= 0.040
bout= 1182.90 time(gmt) = 2220 day= 205 year= 1987 tide= -0.066
the next 3 station cards are corrected fOI' drift at a rate of 0.061 per hour for a total drift of 0.17

station time meter ti.de drift observed elev latitude longitude thco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
pt toad. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) onomaly anom d2 anom2.67

BOT177 2010
BOT178 2030
BOT179 2120
!BOTTLE LAKE

1186.90 0.010 0.04 980605.65 311.0 45 10.0S 67 58.49 980634.21
1179.40 -0.005 0.06 980604.97 311.0 45 9.28 67 S9.44 980633.0S
1161.20 -0.037 0.11 980603.31 311.0 45 8.24 68 0.17 980631.48
GRAVITY springfield 7frT/87

0.69 -10.23 -9.92 I
1.17 -9.16 -9.44 2
1.07 -9.85 -9.53 3

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. mine1ev= 0. maxelev= 1000....ils= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Wonlen 0 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=pt- 4 hours detts1=2.67 dons2=2.75 options=IJOllJO
base meter reading=1320.20 base gravity value=980616.76
Obasc id = BOTl1 lat = 4S 21.90 loog = 68 30.17 c1cv = 236.0 nn = I
hm = 1320.20 timc(gmt) = 1924 day= 208 year= 1987 tide= 0.080
bout = 1321.80 time(gmt) = 2145 day = 208 year= 1987 tide= -0.012
the next 1 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.020 per hour for a total drift of O.OS
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bougucr n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet. deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly mom d2 ancm.2.67

BOT180 2032 1068.70 0.037 0.02 980594.89 344.0 45 13.01 68 5.36 980638.68 -11.44 -23.S2 -23.17
!BOTTLE LAKE GRAVITY winn-sapooac 7(1.8187
minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. mine1ev= 0. maxolev= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Wonlen 0 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=pt- 4 houn donsl=2.67 dms2=2.75 optiooa=OOllJO
base meter rcading=l320.80 base gmvity v.iuc=980616.76
Obasc id= BOTll lat= 45 21.90 long= 68 30.17 c1cv = 236.0 nn = 2
bin = 1320.80 timc(gmt) = 1145 day= 209 year= 1987 tide= 0.092
bout= 1321.70 timc(gmt) = 22 5 day= 209 year= 1987 tide= -0.017

the next 2 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of-0.007 per hour for a total drift of-0.03
station time meter

id

gmt read.

tide drift observed elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
corr corr gravity feet. deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 ancm.2.67

BOT181 190S 1335.SO 0.081 -0.01 980618.03 299.0 45 19.74 68 16.70 980648.83
BOT181 210S 1336.20 0.020 -0.02 980618.0S 299.0 45 19.74 68 16.70 980648.83
!BOTTLE LAKE GRAVITY winn-saponac 7(1.8/87

-2.68 -13.18 -12.87
-2.66 -13.17 -12.86

I

2

minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minclev= 0. maxclev= 1000. unito= feet rof= 5
gravity meter= Wonlen 0 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 houn detts1=2.67 detts2=2.75 optioos=IJOllJO
base meter reading=l335.SO base gravity value=980616.76
Obase id= BOT! I lat= 45 19.74 long= 68 16.70 elev= 299.0 nn = 3
bin = 1335.SO timc(gmt) = 19 5 day= 209 year= 1987 tide = 0.081
bout = 1336.20 timc(gmt) = 21 5 day= 209 year= 1987 tide= 0.020
the next 3 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.000 per hour for a total drift of 0.00
station time meter tide drift
id
pt toad. corr corr

observed

gravity

elev latitude longitude theo.grav free air bouguer bougucr n
feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

43

BOT182 19SS 1304.20 0.061 0.00 980614.03 300.0 4S 19.43 68 !S.43 980648.36
BOT183 2010 125S.40 0.053 0.00 980609.79 299.0 4S 18.98 68 16.00 980647.68
BOTl84 203S 1268.20 0.038 0.00 980610.88 300.0 4S 19.00 68 14.79 980647.71
IBOTILE LAKE,GRAVITY springfield-winn 7f29m

-6.12 -16.66 -16.3S
-9.78 -20.28 -19.97
-8.62 -19.IS -18.8S

I

2
3

minlat=44. 0. maxlal=46. 0. minloog= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxeiev>= 1000. units= feet rd"= S
gravity meter= Worden 0 meter scale factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 hours dmsl=l.61 dms2=2.7S optims=OOIOO
base meter reading=1321.70 base gravity valuc=980616.76
Obese id= BOTll lat= 4S 21.90 lmg = 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 on= 3
bin = 1321.70 time(gmt) = 1210 day= 210 year= 1987 tide= -0.059
bout = 1321.40 time(gmt) = 1810 day = 210 year= 1987 tide= 0.069
the next 3 station cards are oorrected few drift at a rate of 0.017 per hour for a tola1. drift of 0.10

station time meter tide drift observed elev llllilude loogiwde theo.gnv free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

BOT17
BOT17
BOT17
IBOTILE

124S
!SIS
171S
LAKE

1341.40 -O.OS2 0.01 980618.46 408.0 4S 21.61 68 17.20 980651.65
1339.SO 0.010 0.05 98061832 408.0 4S 21.61 68 17.20 980651.65
1338.20 0.060 0.09 980618.22 408.0 4S 21.61 68 17.20 980651.65
GRAVITY springfield-winn 7(29/87

S.19
S.04

4.94

-9.IS
-9.29
-9.39

-8.73
-8.88
-8.97

I
2
3

minlat=44. 0. maxlal=46. 0. minlong= 67. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxclev= 1000. units= feet rd"= S
3nvity meter= Worden 0 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon dmsl=l.67 dms2=2.7S optims=OOIOO

base meter reading=l341.40 base gravity value=980618.28
Obese id= BOT17 lat= 4S 21.61 lmg = 68 17.20 elev= 408.0 on= 2
bin = 1341.40 time(gmt) = 1245 day= 210 year= 1987 tide= -0.052
bout= 1339.SO time(gmt) = !SIS day = 210 year= 1987 tide= 0.010
the next 2 station cards are oorrected for drift at a rate of-0.041 per hour for a total drift of-0.10

station time meter tide drift cbserved elev latitude longitude thco.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly llllOOl d2 anom2.67
#BOT18S 13SO 1164.60 -0.030 -0.04 980603.02 276.0 4S 16.11 68 12.13 980643.3S -14.38 -24.07 -23.79
#BOTl86 1420 1140.70 -0.017 -0.07 980600.98 273.4 4S 14.26 68 12.94 980640.S6 -13.87 -23.47 -23.20
IBOTILE LAKE GRAVITY springfield-winn 7f29/87

I
2

a. minlong= 67. 0. mu.long= 69. o. minelev= 0. maxc1ev= 1000. units= feet ref= s
gnvity meter= Worden 0 meter scale factor=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 boon dmd=l.67 dms2=2.7S optims=OOIOO
base meter reading=l339.SO base gnvity valuc=980618.28
Obese id= BOT17 lat= 4S 21.61 lmg = 68 17.20 elev= 408.0 on= I
bin = 1339.SO time(gmt) = !SIS day= 210 year= 1987 tide= 0.010
bout= 1338.20 time(gmt) = 111S day= 210 year= 1987 tide= 0.060
minlat;::44, 0. maxl81=46.

the next 1 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of-0.031 per hour for a total drift of-0.06
station time
id
gmt

meter

read.

tide drift cbserved elev latitude loogiwde thco.grav free air bouguer bougucr n
corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 ancm2.67

#BOT187 1640 1080.70 0.049 -0.04 980S9S.93 34o.8 4S IS.36 68 16.20 980642.22 -14.25 -26.22 -25.87
IBOTILE LAKE GRAVITY springfield-winn 7(30/87
minlat=44. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minloog= 61. 0. maxlong= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelev= 1000. units= feet rd"= S
gravity meter= Worden 0 meter scale factor=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 hours dms1=2.67 dms2=2.7S optims=OOIOO
base meter reading=l324.80 base gravity value=980616.76

Obase id= BOTll lat= 4S 21.90 long= 68 30.17 elev= 236.0 on= S
bin = 1324.80 time(gmt) = 1210 day= 210 year= 1987 tide= -0.059
bout= 1323.40 time(gmt) = 19 S day= 210 year= 1987 tide= 0.065
the next S station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of 0.000 per hour for a total drift of 0.00

station time meter tide drift observed elev latitude longiblde theo.grav free air bouguer bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly anom d2 anom2.67

BOT113 124S 1140.SO -0.052 0.00 980600.79
BOT113 1425 1138.90 -0.0IS 0.00 980600.69

44

190.0 4S 11.32 68 23.28 980636.13 -17.47 -24.IS -23.9S
190.0 4S 1132 68 23.28 980636.13 -17.57 -24.25 -24.0S

I
2

BOT113 152S
BOT191 1635
BOT191 1810
IBOTILE LAKE

1139.40 0.015 0.00 980600.76 190.0 45 11.32 68 23.28 980636.13
1043.20 0.047 0.00 980592.45 453.0 45 5.08 68 26.43 980626.71
1041.90 0.070 0.00 980592.36 453.0 45 5.08 68 26.43 980626.71
GRAVTIY springfield-winn 7{30{f[I

-17.50 -24.17 -23.98 3
8.34 -7.58 -7.11 4
8.25 -7.67 -7.20 5

minla~.

0. maxla1=46. 0. minloog= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. l1lAXelev: 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden 0 meter scale facror=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon densl=2.67 dens2=2.75 opions=OOIOO
base meter reading=l 140.50 base gravity valuc=980600.80
Obasc id= BOT113 lat= 45 11.32 long= 68 23.28 elev= 19D.O nn = 2
bin = 1140.50 time(gmt) = 1245 clay= 210 year= 1987 tide= -0.052
bout = 1138.90 time(gmt) = 142S clay = 210 year= 1987 tide= -0.015

the next 2 station cards are correclcd for drift at a rate of-0.061 per hour for a total drift of-0.10
station time meter tide drift
id
gmt read. corr corr

observed elev latitude loogitudc thco.grav free air bougucr bougucr n
gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) momaly aoom d2 anom2.67

#BOT188 1315 1032.10 -0.044-0.03 980591.44 329.0 45 12.71 68 18.37 980638.22
#BOT189 1355 1017.20 -0.028 -0.07 980590.20 349.0 45 13.2S 68 18.57 980639.04
lBOTILE LAKE GRAVTIY springfield-winn 7{30/87

-15.84
-16.01

-27.40
-28.27

-27.06
-27.92

1
2

~.

0. maxla1=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0. maxelcv= 1000. units= feet ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden 0 meter scale facror=0.08670 local time=gmt- 4 boon dens1=2.67 dens2=2.75 opioos=OOlOO
base meter reading=l 138.90 base gravity valuc=980600.80
Obase id= BOT113 lat= 45 11.32 long= 68 23.28 elev= 19D.O nn = 1
bin = 1138.90 time(gmt) = 142S clay= 210 year= 1987 tide= -0.015
bout= 1139.40 timc(gmt) = 152S clay= 210 year= 1987 tide= 0.015

the next 1 station cards are oorrccted for drift at a rate of 0.073 per hour for a total drift of o.cn
station time meter tide drift observed elev latitode longitude thco.grav free air bougucr bouguer n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) anomaly mom d2 mom2.67
#BOT190 1500 992.90 0.002 0.04 980588.12 357.2 45 11.56 68 15.66 980636.49
IBOTILE LAKE GRAVTIY springfield-winn 7{30/87

-14.78

-27.33

-26.96

minla~. 0. maxlat=46. 0. minlong= 61. 0. maxloog= 69. 0. minelev= 0.11l&Xelev: 1000. 1D1i1s= feet
ref= 5
gravity meter= Worden 0 meter scale facror=0.08670 local timc=gmt- 4 hours denl1=2.67 dens2=2.75 opicns=OOlOO
base meter reading=I043.20 base gravity valuc=980592.41
Obase id= BOT191 lat= 45 5.08 loog = 68 26.43 elev= 453.0 on= 2
bin = 1043.20 time(gmt) = 1635 clay= 210 year= 1987 tide= 0.047
bout = 1041.90 timc(gmt) = 1810 clay = 210 year= 1987 tide= 0.070

the next 2 station cards are corrected for drift at a rate of-0.057 per hour for a total drift of-0.09
station time meter tide drift obtcrvcd elev latilude longitude thco.grav fnoc air bouguer bougucr n
id
gmt read. corr corr gravity feet deg min deg min
(1967) momaiy aoom d2 onom2.67
#BOT192 172S 1015.00 0.063 -0.05 980590.03
#BOT193 1750 1032.40 0.068 -0.07 980591.57

503.1 45 6.62 68 18.48 980629.04
486.2 45 5.96 68 22.37 980628.04
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